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ABSTRACT
This master thesis describes a project conducted for Vanderlande Industries and concerns the design of a forecast
application based on the available information during the design and specification process. The objective for the
assignment is to increase the material availability by providing the Operations Procurement department with an
insight in the upcoming demand. The result is a forecast application and a recommendation regarding the product
structure and configuration method for Vanderlande Industries.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Context
Vanderlande Industries is a worldwide supplier of material handling systems and active in four market segments:
baggage handling, distribution, express parcel and related services. The company is, like most companies in the
Engineer-to-Order sector, characterized by a high level of uncertainty in both products and projects . This
uncertainty results in a late availability of the item specifications in the project process which trigger the material
demand.
The Operations Procurement department faces both the late availability of the specifications as well as the
pressure from contractual milestones to deliver materials on time. The result is that orders with respect to the
standard throughput time are placed too late. The deliveries than have to be expedited against additional costs and
time in order to start the production activity on time or the activity has to be rescheduled with the corresponding
problems.

Project Definition
The problem definition for this project is defined as:

The current information supply does not provide the Operations Procurement department with material forecasts in order
to anticipate upcoming demand.
A forecasting application can help in anticipating this demand. This leads to the following project definition:

Identify the opportunities and conditions for Vanderlande Industries regarding a material demand foreca st
procedure/application based on the existing logistical processes.
With a forecast application it would be possible for suppliers to confirm orders by reserving capacity, obtaining the
necessary materials or even start some of the production processes. This however depends on the specific position
of the customer order decoupling point in the suppliers' production process and the commonality of an item . In
the long run more profitable pricing arrangement can be made since more time can be spent on negotiating,
thereby decreasing the total costs. The research objective for this project can be formulated as:

The forecast has to create the conditions for the Operation Procurement department to provide suppliers with information
regarding upcoming demand to reserve capacity in order to improve the suppliers' performance and increase the material
availability and decrease the total costs.
Approach
Three areas are investigated which are relevant for forecasting: products, processes and information systems. The
products area investigates the configuration method and mark codes, items and suppliers relevant for forecasting,
the processes define which decisions are made and what information becomes available during a project while the
information systems defines the relevant application and databases and depicts the information availability in
these systems during the process. These three areas are investigated in the literature, benchmarking within
companies best in class and within Vanderlande Industries in order to assess the current situation and to define
the desired situation.

AS-IS situation
In the current situation the supplier can only act at the moment he
receives the Purchase Order. The certainty /uncertainty situation for a
supplier is given by three dimensions, as shown in the "uncertainty
cube" figure to the right.
This uncertainty cube can be used to visualize the degree of uncertainty
faced by a manufacturing company using the three dimensions What?
When? and How much?. The degree of uncertainty can be measured as
the Euclidian norm in R3 of the vector pointing to the present position
in the uncertainty cube

100%
uncertainty

100%
certainty

How much?

Uncertainty Cube
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In the present situation the supplier has either 100% uncertainty since he doesn't receive any information
regarding demand, until the moment he receives the Purchase Order at which he obtains 100% certainty.
Certa in

Cl.1$lomerordet

;

~~~~~~~--1~~~~~~..._
l Tme

To-Be Situation
By combined the planning and system content information available during the Engineering design and
specification process a material demand forecast can be created to inform the supplier about upcoming demand.
During the project the information becomes more detailed and accurate. In total five moments are identified in
which a more detailed forecast can be given.
r. Sales Lay-out and Project Quotation Schedule: once the project is sold a forecast order can be made based
on the information in the Sales Layout and the Project Quotation Schedule, giving the supplier the first
insight in What?, When? And How Much?
2.
Initial Master Schedule: this updated project schedule provides reduces the uncertainty in When?
3. Engineering Lay-out: this lay-out reduces the uncertainty regarding What? and How Much? due to the fact
that Engineering has fixed functional errors and has given more detail to specific conveyors.
4. Project Master Schedule: reduces the uncertainty regarding When? and How Much? because the
production activity is split up.
5. Purchase Order: gives 100% certainty about What? When? and How Much?
Uncertain
customer order

Certain
customer order

D

!_I/) -~6~ ~ !§
~~~~+-~~r-~~t--~~+-~~-+~~~~~-;: Time
Customer order

initiated

Production
initiated

·p~rfect 

customer order

("order commWnent'1

•
Production acttvities
;
Production activities
,
'.r'rformed under uncertai n~ 1 performed under certainty :

The information regarding products is stored on mark code level while a material demand for specific purchase
items is required. Therefore a translation has to be made early in the process from mark codes to specifications
items and eventually to the required quantity of all lower level items.

Design of the forecast application
The solution proposed for translating a mark code to specification items is based on the CAPE mark code models.
These models work as a Rule Based System in which the input information is set out against a set of rules to
obtain the desired items. However all variables related to mark codes are required for CAPE to make a decision.
During a project some information is known however not available in the various systems. Other variables are
unknown until the specification process. For these variables default values are chosen which represent the most
frequent used or most general variable choice. The value is chosen based on historical data and experience from
engineers. With the extra information and the default values CAPE can apply its Rule Base earlier in time and
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thereby generate the required specification items. The run is however based on imperfect information and will
therefore deviate from the Engineering specifications.

Pilot Results
The forecast file gives the forecasted specifications items; a translation is needed to acquire the lower level item
quantity. Therefore the forecast items have to be loaded into the ERP system, which contain the Bill of Material for
the specification items. In total four activities were chosen for which the underlying item demand and total value
that could be placed at suppliers was calculated. The results for the total value for the engineering and fo recast
items are shown below.

Confidential

On this moment no indication regarding the accuracy can be given since only the forecast items which have
exactly the same item number as the engineering items are considered valid at this moment.

Implementation
The following actions need to be taken in order to implement the forecast application and related procedure in the
organization
Input information: the right information regarding activities has to be available in the systems in order to forecast.
Information regarding project characteristics has to be entered in the database in an earlier stage so the CAPE
forecast information can base its forecast run on the most accurate information.
System integration: the ERP system and CAPE application have to be linked in order to translate the specification
items to obtain the lower level items. During the assignment this has been done manually. Furthermore the input
information regarding planning information has to contain the specific supply chain so the total forecast can be
divided; this requires an additional information field in Primavera.
Define product families: in the current situation no useful forecast accuracy can be given since it is impossible to
define whether a forecasted item is correct. Items ranges should be defined in which a forecast is assumed correct.
Supplier agreements: agreements with suppliers have to be made regarding the sharing of forecast information
and the alignment of incentives.

Conclusion
The results for the first pilot study were satisfactory with a forecast of 78% for mark codes which contain a model
and 60% for total mark codes. The total value which can be placed at supplier showed a difference of 13%. This
would imply 80% of the value could be placed at suppliers. However these results are based on an already
engineered project in order to directly link the forecast results to the actual engineering items. A pilot study in a
live environment is required to obtain more insight in the accuracy and possibilities of the forecast application.
This pilot can further be used to share the forecast information with a selected supplier in order to see which
production process can start earlier in time.
The organization will have to decide if the forecast procedure is implemented. Another possibility is to adapt the
limited conditions for forecasting within Vanderlande Industries. No standard mark codes are defined which can
be used to directly translate mark code to the lower level items. If several mark code variants exist from which a
system is constructed the demand can be obtained by choosing and entering the chosen variants in the ERP
system in the Sales phase. The ERP system then has to contain the Bill of Material per variant to directly obtain the
desired material demand. This would imply a change in the strategy from Engineer-to-Order to a Configure-toOrder situation. More research is needed to investigate the possibilities regarding a Configure-to-Order strategy.
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Li st of Acronyms
ASUF

- Activity Split Up Form

BOM

- Bill Of Material

CAP

- Computer Aided Price-system

CAPE

- Computer Aided Project Engineering

EDB

- Engineering Data Bus

ERP

- Enterprise Resource Planning

ETO

- Engineer to Order

IMS

- Initial Master Schedule

JDE

- Vanderlande Industries ERP system

LLI

- Long Lead Item

LU

- Large Usage Item

MFD

- Material Flow Diagram

MRP

- Material Resource Planning

PO

- Purchase Order

PMS

- Project Master Schedule

PQS

- Project Quotation Schedule

SIC list - Selected Item Count
VILA

- Vanderlande Industries Lay-out Application

UML

- Unified Modelling Language

WO

- Work Order

WOSF - Work Order Segmentation Form
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1. ORIENTATION
This report starts with an orientation towards the company and the sector in which the assignment. An
introduction to the company where the project is conducted is given in section 1.1. The specific department for
which the project is performed is given in section 1.2. Finally in section 1.3 the general characteristics for the
Engineer to Order sector are given. This will help the reader to gain an insight in the specific problems
experienced in this sector.

1.1. VAN DERLANDE INDUSTRIES
1.1.1. Company Profile
Vanderlande Industries provides automated material handling systems and accompanying services to their
customers. It focuses on improving its customers' business processes and strengthening their competitive
position in order to remain competitive and alert for potential market threats.
Vanderlande Industries has stated the following mission statement:

'Support our customers worldwide in significantly improving their competitive position by designing; implementing and
servicing automated material handling systems'
They focus on providing fast, efficient, reliable and labour saving solutions fo r goods handling in distribution
centres and express parcel sortation facilities, and for baggage handling at airports. By now there are about 300
airports and 700 distribution centres and production facilities worldwide that have been equipped by
Vanderlande Industries. Vanderlande Industries is ranked as number 6 in the top ro of companies in the branch
for material handling systems according to Modern Material Handling Magazine 1
Vanderlande Industries is a global player with a presence in all key regions in the world. It operates locally through
customer centres in many countries; handling all key business functions and maintaining direct contacts with
customers. At this moment the company has over 1350 employees.
Its main office is situated in Veghel, the Netherlands which houses the Operations and Competence Group & Staff
departments. In total there are 9 Customer Centres in the main areas and an extensive network of agents,
controlled and supported by Vanderlande Industries International. Customer Centres are responsible for
tendering, obtaining project orders and installation of the system while the planning, layout, procurement,
production and shipping activities are performed within the Operations department. The organization chart for
Vanderlande Industries can be found in Appendix A.
In 2006 the company was able to increase its market position through an order intake of€ 402 million, which was
a 12% increase compared to 2005 and net sales increases to€ 436 million. The net sales for the last ten years are
given in Figure 1-I. The green bar represents the regular contracts value, while UPS and BAA represents major
projects for UPS and Heathrow London Airport.

•

BAA con t r &cl

•

U PS con t rac t

•

Regular con trac t s

Figure 1-1 Net Sales 1997-2006 for Vanderlande Industries

1

http·//www mmh com/article/CA6421912 htmJ>stt=o01&text=top+20
last accessed 24-06-2007
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1.1.2. Business areas
The company is active in four market segments: Baggage Handling, Distribution Centres and Express Parcel
sortation facilities, and Services. Figure l-2 shows the distribution for the various segments:

Baggage handling
Distribution
Express Parcel
Services

Figure

l-2

--

Market segment distribution

< 100000

4% •

100 000 - 250 ()()()

5% •

250 000 · 1 million

10% .

1 million - 2.5 million

14%

2 5 million - 10 million

20% .

10 m1Bron - 25 million

15% •

> 25 milhon

32% •

Figure

l-3

Order Intake

The value for systems ranges from less then €100 . 000 for small projects to contracts for major projects which
have a contract value of over €25 million. The distribution for the order intake for Vanderlande Industries between
2002 and 2006 is shown in Figure l-3.
Baggage Handling:

Vanderlande Industries baggage handling systems are
used in airports around the world. They provide fast,
safe and robust security screening, storage, sorting,
and transportation of departure baggage from check
in to departure gate, as well as of transfer and arrival
baggage.
These systems provide airports with effective
solutions to address today's pressures on cost,
handling quality and security, as well as the ability to
deal with increasing passenger numbers and baggage
volumes. Customers include the baggage handling
systems for Schiphol airport, Amsterdam and for the
new terminal in Heathrow, London.

Figure l-4 Baggage Handling System
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Distribution

Vanderlande Industries solutions for automated
storage, order selection, sorting and consolidation are
applied in segments as diverse as care, food, fas hion,
automotive, parts & components, retail and business-toconsumer.
By delivering the right level of automation with the
flexibility for future changes, they enable their
customers to provide guaranteed service levels to their
own customers. Customers include: Wehkamp, Nike
and Plus retail.
Figure 1-5 Distribution System

Express Parcel:

Vanderlande Industries offers the world's widest range of
information and sorting systems for both parcels and
documents. These are implemented in facilities of all sizes:
from small, local depots with throughputs of some
thousands of parcels per day right up to the worlds largest
automated sorting hub handling well over 100.000 parcels
per hour.
The high levels of availability and process control that are
demanded in this industry are achieved through the use of
robust, leading-edge technologies that have been proven in
practice around the world. Customers include DHL, TNT
and UPS

Figure 1-6 Express Parcel System

Services

Logistics companies rely heavily on high-performance material handling systems for their key business processes.
As a consequence, the importance of effective life-cycle support has greatly increased.
Vanderlande Industries offers a broad range of preventive and corrective services to ensure the required system
performance, ranging from spare parts supply to a 24/7 on-site presence. These services can be extended by
performance analysis to further improve operations. As companies grow and business processes or market
conditions change over time, support for system modifications and upgrades to meet changing performance
criteria are also provided.
In every case the emphasis is on close partnership with the customer, extending from initial analysis of the
underlying business processes through to total life cycle support. To achieve this, the company possesses core
competences in all the relevant disciplines, ranging form system design and engineering, through supply chain
management and manufacturing, to information and communication technology, system integration, project
management and customer service.

3
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1.2. THE OPERATIONS PROCUREMENT DEPARTMENT
The assignment however is conducted for the Operations Procurement department. Operations Procurement is a
part of the Corporate Procurement & Logistics department, which among others is responsible for the integral
planning process and the organisation of the supply chains within the Netherlands and in foreign countries. The
organization chart for the Corporate Procurement & Logistics department is given in appendix B-1.
1.2.1. Operations Procurement Strategy

The department is responsible for ordering and supply of raw material in the factory and delivery of outsourced
parts, components, subsystems and systems. A distinction is made between mechanical and controls equipment.
Furthermore the department handles subcontracting in case suppliers offer lower costs or when there is undercapacity in the factory and is responsible for the, non-product related, facilities like office supplies, software
licenses and lease cars.
Vision

The Operation Procurement department organization is tasked with securing a reliable supply of quality products
to meet the demand of both internal and external customers. It must achieve this at the lowest total costs by
sourcing from strategic suppliers and by maximizing corporate buying power.
Mission

"Guarantee

100%

material availability at lowest total costs"

"Become Vanderlande Industries knowledge and expertise service centre regarding procurement processes and supply
markets"
1.2.2.

Organization

The Operations Procurement is responsible for the availability of four item classes; mechanics, controls,
subcontracting and facilities. Every class is called a commodity and has a team assigned to it, which is shown in
Figure 1-7. A commodity team is responsible for all procurement processes. To varying degrees , team-members
work together to improve their operations, handle day-to-day problems and achieve objectives and goals. This
enables more flexibility since workers are able to exchange jobs and furthermore expands their job knowledge and
skills.
Operations
Procurement

Figure 1-7 Organization Operations Procurement

Every commodity team consists of three types of buyers: senior buyer, buyer and operational buyer. Appendix B-2
shows the relevant tasks for the three levels and the divisions in activities between the buyers.

4
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1.3. EXTERNAL ORIENTATION
The literature has identified several types of manufacturing companies (Sari, 1981):
I.
Make-to-stock (MTS) : converts lower-level components and raw materials all the way to end-items in
anticipation of customer orders;
2.
Assemble-to-order (ATO) : converts lower-level components and raw materials to a predetermined level of
manufacture, and configures to customer order upon receipt of a customer order;
3. Make-to-order (MTO) : obtains very few, perhaps no lower-level materials until after receipt of a customer
order;
4. Engineer-to-order (ETO); knows very little about what to order or manufacture until after receipt of a
customer order and development of engineering specifications
Vanderlande Industries can be characterized as Engineer-to-order. The ETO sector encompasses many types of
companies designing and manufacturing a diverse range of generally highly customized products to meet
individual customer requirements . The most important requirement is usually the functional requirements as
compared to aesthetics or trends which are common for consumer goods.
1.3.1.

Process

Each custom er order can be considered as a project with a network of partly overlapping activities like engineering
and design, component manufacturing, assembly and installation. Each customer order is preceded by a quotation.
A small fraction of the quotations requires a considerable amount of engineering capacity. Production lead-time
starts when a confirmed order is placed and ends when delivery, installation and commissioning are carried out.
The goods flow to be controlled consists of two different major stages, namely a non-physical stage and a physical
stage. The non-physical stage concerns the engineering and design activities (including quotation preparations)
and the process planning activities. The physical stage concerns the component manufacturing, assembly and
installation of the system. The internal component manufacturing capacity is limited because of the volume
fluctuations in demand. During busy periods, capacity flexibility is found through subcontracting of component
manufacturing.
r--------------""'f-----------,-----------------"'i

- - - -J
I
I

I

I

l

I

I

I

~~~I
~ ~
Assembly
-,~I

8

~
----------• =product information

=physical goods
Figure l-8 Engineer To Order Project Process
(Source: Bertrand and Muntslag, 1993)
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1.3.2. Products
The main products have deep and complex product
structure that give rise to many levels of assembly
processes. They contain a diversity of components,
some of which are required in low volumes , whereas
others are required in medium or large quantities. The
product structure can be seen in Figure 1-9. This
typically consists of a number of major subassemblies
that have a medium level of product structure which are
delivered to the customer's site for final assembly.
These subassemblies are produced from a range of
components that are manufactured using jobbing, batch
and flow processes (Hicks et al. 2000)

JOBBING

:: /l
( ' -' :;,

!i i!
ii ii

BATCH

ij
li_

0--0
Subassembl 'es

ji

Final Product

~---M-AI N-PRO-DUCT~

j\

"::::-'

SPARES
SUBCONTRACT

FLOW

)
SHALLOW

DEEP

DEPTH OF PR ODUCT STRU CTURE

Figure 1-9 Product Structure
(Source: Hicks et al. , 2000)
Certain components and systems are highly customised whilst others are standardised. In general, high levels of
customization lead to increased costs, higher risks and long lead-times. It also makes outsourcing more difficult as
component and subsystems requirement are only fully specified after the design process has taken place.

1.3.3. Uncertainty
The uncertainty in an ETO environment is high for both the process as for the products. An ETO firm has to cope
with strong fluctuations in mix and sales volume in the short and medium term (Kingsman et al. , 1989). Because
of the customer order driven production it is impossible to cope with these fluctuations by means of, for example,
creating capacity stock (Wortmann & Wijngaard, 1985).
According to Galbraith (1973) uncertainty is the difference between the amount of information required to
perform a task and the amount of information already available in the organization.
In terms of Galbraith three uncertainty factors can be identified within an engineer to order environment:
• Uncertainty of product specifications: At the start of a project (non-physical stage of the goods flow) parts
of the product are unknown, implying a high level of uncertainty. Decisions concerning capacity, lead
time and price have to be taken under uncertainty
•

The second factor concerns the mix and volume uncertainty of the future demand. Making a detailed
demand forecast is very difficult due to the customer specific character of the product and the many
different project lines. Especially with investment goods, sales demand could strongly fluctuate in time.

•

The third factor of uncertainty concerns the process uncertainty. Because the project is customer specific
parts of the system are unknown at the beginning of the project. At that moment it is difficult to make an
estimation of the type and amount of (production) resource that will be required.

All problems encountered and solutions proposed in ETO must be approached differently then for a MTS
company, due to the various differences. Appendix C gives an overview of the difference between MTS and ETO
companies in terms of operations and in terms of product design from Rahim and Baksh (2003) to give the reader
a better understanding of the specifics of ETO companies.

1.3.4. Procurement in ETO Companies:
ETO companies make procurement decisions at different stages of product development.
o First customers may specify preferred suppliers.
o Second, components and subsystems may be specified at the tendering stage and cannot be subsequently
changed.
o Third engineering design may specify items during the detailed design process. Parts that have long-leadtimes should be considered early in the design product.
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In many cases, companies use a lowest price ordering strategy. This fails to recognise the benefit of creating
partnership, and the importance of having fewer, more reliable vendors. Consequently the companies engage in
continual vendor assessment and goods inwards inspection, which is wasteful, time consuming and expensive.
To conclude, ETO companies are committing costs through contractual agreements based upon customer or
internally generated specifications. Burt and Doyle (I993) identified that 75-80% of total avoidance costs is
controllable at the design phase (Figure I-IO). Costs can be reduced by a proactive involvement of procurement in
tendering and product design decisions. The variety and range of specification and the high proportion of contract
value that is outsourced by ETO companies strongly suggest that procurement should be regarded as strategic. A
strategic view not only assigns procurement operational significance but makes it part of the corporate planning
process (Farmer, I984 & Spekman, I98I)

Comp!&

Stan

Tune

Figure I-Io Ability to influence final costs
(Source: Gallaher et al., 2004)
Matthyssens and Van den Bulte (I994) suggest that the procurement specialist needs to evolve into a "supply
strategist" whilst Spekman et al (I994) propose that the procurement manager should become an information
manager and manager of external manufacturing. This manager would have responsibility throughout the
supplier value chain to gather knowledge about products, processes and competition that could affect the firm's
competitive position. Vaughan (I996) develops this argument further, suggesting that procurement should be
viewed as a strategic process in which the company as a whole participate. He argues that the procurement process
in the capital goods industry should be based on cross-functional, project-based teams. The procurement specialist
would act as an information and "knowledge broker" obtaining knowledge about markets, competition and
innovation.
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2. PROBLEM DEFINITION & REPORT STRUCTURE
This chapter describes the problem description as laid down by the Operations Procurement department project
followed by the research model used to investigate the problem. In section 2.1 the background for the assignment
and problem are described. In section 2.2 the research model for this project is given which defines the structure
for this report.

2.1. PROBLEM DEFINTION
2.1.1. Background
In the recent years Vanderlande Industries has shown a strong growth. Where a couple of years ago all equipment
for systems could be produced at the factory in Veghel, nowadays more and more has to be ordered from suppliers
due to capacity constraints in the factory.
The factory in Veghel consists of two parts, parts production and assembly. In the Assembly department
equipment is assembled from parts produced in the factory and from suppliers.
Equipment furthermore consists of resale products; these are the products where Vanderlande Industries misses
the production technology and/or knowledge to manufacture. Therefore these products are outsourced or
subcontracted to key-suppliers.

2.1.2. Problem Identification
Vanderlande Industries projects often have a unique character regarding development and design. The
organization wants to compete with competitors on functionality, costs, innovations and throughput time.
Competing on throughput time causes the available float in the project to be small. Due to the unique character,
and related high uncertainty, of the products the specifications are available late in the process while project
milestones regarding installation are fixed by contractual agreements with the client.
The specifications for outsourced items are received by the Operations Procurement department which is
responsible for the ordering, supply and receiving of items. The department faces both the late availability of the
specifications from Engineering as well as the pressure from contractual milestones to deliver materials on time.
The result is that orders with respect to the standard throughput time are placed too late. The effects are limited
material availability (shortages) and the related inefficiencies (production, projects). The deliveries have to be
expedited against additional costs and time in order to start the production activity on time or the activity has to be
rescheduled with the corresponding problems.
The standard approaches which can be used in MTS companies, like calculating future demand by applying
statistical models based on historical data or by maintaining a safety stock, are inadequate for this situation. The
high uncertainty in both products and process related to the high number of products which make up a project as
was described r.3 makes it impossible to keep all components and subassemblies in stock or predict the upcoming
usage. Another approach is needed which focuses on using the information that is already available in the process.
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2.2. REPORT STRUCTURE
The research model used in this project is the regulative cycle (van
Strien, 1975). This model is shown in figure 2-1 and describes which
steps need to be taken in order to complete an Industrial Engineering
problem.

1. Orientation &
2. Problem Definition

Normally th e cycle includes the steps three to eight. In the report
steps one and two are used to introduce the reader to the company,
department, ETO sector and the problem definition.
The related processes and specific performance indicators affected by
the problem area and its underlying problem causes are described in
chapter 3 Mapping & Cause Analysis.
In chapter 4 Problem Definition & Project Planning, the most
relevant problem is chosen out of the set of problems and related
problem causes. For this problem a complete definition and objective
is given in combination with a number of research questions and
research planning in order to solve the problem.

7. Implementation

6. Design

Figure 2-1 The regulative cycle

A detailed analysis of the problem areas is described in chapter 5. During the analysis a comparison is made
between the methodologies described in the literature, Vanderlande industries and benchmarking from related
companies. Conclusions are drawn which are used for the design of the solution.
Chapter 6 gives the design of the solution. Two possible forecasting techniques are described and evaluated. For
the chosen technique an application is designed which will be able to generate forecast information.
In Chapter 7 the model is tested with a pilot project and an implementation procedure for the organisation is
described.
Chapter 8 describes an evaluation of the project by drawing a conclusion for forecasting based on the result from
the pilot project and recommendations are given regarding the continuation of the project.
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3. MAPPING & CAUSE ANALYSIS
This chapter will investigate the processes and causes related to the problem area. Section 3.1 describes the
mapping of the Operational Procurement processes and its related performance indicators. In section J.2 the
underlying problem causes for the problem area are analyzed.

3.1. MAPPING
In this section a first analysis of the current situation is made to confirm that the encountered problem is a reality
problem and not a perception problem as described by Monhemius (1984) . A perception problem occurs when a
problem owner has a perception of the reality which is not supported by the facts. In the next section the relevant
processes are described followed by the performance regarding the first mission statement: guarantee 100%
material availability at lowest total costs.

3.1.1. Approach
The department can be described by looking at its organisation, processes and systems according to Figure 3 -1.
The organisation for Operations Procurement was given in section 1.2 . The strategic direction for the organization
is established by the management. With a top-down approach this direction is translated into specific strategic,
tactical and operational Procurement processes and methods. The Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system
enables and provides the means to perform these processes. The department is supported by Human Resource
Management and the rest of the organization to execute their processes.

L.ajOic

perfcrrrmce
D.Jaity
Tct~CD!I

lnroit<ilons
l..o#risks

Figure 3-1 Organizational Approach
The input for the department is demand which has to be fulfilled by using supply markets. How well the demand
is supplied is measured by means of various performance indicators logistic performance, quality, total costs,
innovations and risks. These are used to provide the higher levels with performance information and to point out
the areas which need improvement actions.

3.1.2. Operational Processes
It is important to know how the department orders the needed material and what the department has to do when
an order can not be delivered within the (standard) lead-time

The Operations Procurement department has four main activities:
1.
Generate Purchase Order
2.
Monitor Purchase Order
3. Quality Control & Control Management
4. Payment Processing
Figure 3-2 shows the relevant activities combined with the information flows between the ERP system and
suppliers. The processes which are related to activities have a rectangle with the same colour around them. The
ERP function depends on the systems settings entered by the department.
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The relevant processes for the problem area are described below. In Appendix B-3.the specific flow models for the
relevant processes are given.
rl

~-------------M.~••.,.
-m
-Rep
-ortlng-------------~
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1 Enter Work Orders
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I
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Figure 3-2 Operations Procurement Process Overview
1.
Purchase Order Request
A purchase order request is received from the ERP system or on paper. The buyer checks and evaluates the
requirements and sends a quotations request to the supplier. Based on the information and decision from the
internal customer the order is either accepted or rejected

2.
Generate Purchase Orders
Purchase Orders are generated by (operational) buyers and initiated by an MRP-need or Purchase Order Request.
See Appendix D for the MRP principle. The Purchase Order is then printed and distributed. The order has to be
authorized based on the total value of the order and the vendor rating. Once the order is verified related
documents can be added and the Purchase Order is sent to the supplier by mail.

3. Monitor Purchase Order Confirmation
Operations Procurement receives information regarding the actual delivery date from the supplier and checks the
information. The buyer can accept the delivery date, ask for a reconfirmation or request an alternative delivery date.
In case of an alternative date a decision has to be made whether a new delivery date request is necessary. If this is
needed, a request for alternative delivery is sent followed by a proposal from the supplier. The new date has to be
evaluated to see if it is going to be a future bottleneck.
4. Monitor Purchase Order Revised/Rescheduled
A Purchase Order revision comes from Manufacturing Engineering when items are wrongly specified. The buyer
has to evaluate the revision requirements and request a modification from suppliers. The buyer receives and
evaluates a modification feasibility report from the supplier. If possible the changes concerning the purchase
orders are entered, printed and sent to the supplier.
If not a new request for modification is sent until it is conform the specifications. If an order is no longer available
before the requested delivery date the order receives the status 'bottleneck' and internal communication is needed
to reschedule activities.
5. Monitor Purchase Order: Expedite Orders
In case an item can not be available at the requested delivery date it is recorded on the TAB list (Toekomstige
Achterstallige Bestellingen) which shows the future overdue orders. Operations Procurement tries to expedite
these orders to receive them on time. If expediting is possible the purchase order change is entered in the system,
if not the purchase order remains a planned bottleneck and communication is needed to reschedule production
activities.
The same is done with the items on the FAB list (Feitelijke Achterstallige Bestellingen) which shows the actual
overdue orders. These are the orders that already should have been delivered.
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Performance Management Operations Procurement

The material availability is related to a number of variables as shown in Figure 3-3. These variables are: lead-time,
delivery performance and stock. For the assignment several variables are relevant, shown in green, while others
are left out of the scope and are shown in red.

Figure 3-3 Material availability and related variables

First the material availability performance in 2006 is shown to give an overall view of the supply chain
performance, followed by a performance overview of the lead-times and the delivery performance.
For the delivery performance variable only On-time is depicted; the variable delivery performance conform
specification evaluates whether an order is delivered conform the specifications in the Purchase Order and is left
out of the scope of the project. The same can be said for the variable Stock since the focus for this project is not on
stock management and inventory control as was described in section i.3.
Material Availability

In Figure 3-4 the percentage of project activities started per week in 2006 for which all external supplied parts
were present at the requested date is shown. The red line shows the four week average. While the Operations
Procurement department is not accountable for all delays, since there are many reasons why activities are delayed,
the figure gives a good indication of the material availability and the overall performance in the supply chain.

Confidential

Figure 3-4 On-time Delivery External Supplied Parts
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Lead-times

The lead-time for delivery of Purchase Orders is comprised of two factors : internal and external lead-tim e. The
order lead-time is composed as depicted in Figure 3-5
-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -'O rder Lead-time, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

-Internal ordertime

___ _ Delivery time _

_

__

suppliers

---Transport t i m e .._lnbound goods-

Figure 3-5 Order Lead-time

The internal delivery time is the time needed to process the orders within the Operations Procurement
department while the external delivery time is the time suppliers need to accept, produce and transport and accept
the goods in the factory in Veghel.
Internal Lead-times

The standard lead-time for the Operations Procurement department is three weeks. The internal lead-time ranges
from 5 till 17 days as is depicted in Figure 3-6 . This range is long in relation with the allowed lead time and is
largely caused by the authorization of orders by buyers or management.
Ope rat ional Buyer

Buyer

Generate
purchase
orders

Generate
purchase
orders

Management

Supplier

T ime

1-2 days

'

Print orders
1- day

Distribute
orders

Authorize

orders

!

Authorize

orders

Authorize
orders

1-10 days

Send orders
by mall

1-2 days

Order
processing by J
supplier

Archive
orders

- - ,,;

Figure 3-6 Internal lead-time Operations Procurement

External Lead-times

The external lead-time performance indicator consists of two variables:
•
Standard lead-time - this is the total lead-time that a supplier needs to produce and deliver his products.
This value is stored in the ERP system.
•
Flexibility - in cases an item is needed within the standard lead-time, engineering specification delivered
too late or engineering revisioregarding a Purchase Order a supplier needs to be flexible . He has to be
able to speed-up his production process or use buffers to ensure on-time delivery.
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The performance indicator for the standard lead-time is defined as the Percentage of Purchase Order lines per
week for which the request date is less than the default lead-time for an item. These are the items that beforehand
can not be delivered within the throughput time for Procurement.
30-05-2006
Delivery date based upon standard leadt ime
17-04-2006
Date order should h ave been placed

Today

20-05-2006
Requested delivery date

l

\

~-------Standard leadtime-------~

<--------Standard leadtime----------+

Figure 3-7 Order exceeding requested delivery date

A split-up is made by project specific (INPI) and standard (INSI) purchase items. No target is specified for this
indicator. On time delivery is only possible by means of expediting the order, which is discussed in the previous
section p . The graph in Figure 3-8 shows the results for purchase items per week in 2006 .

Confidential

Figure 3-8 Orders within Standard Lead-time

Delivery Performance

The on time delivery performance indicator is defined as the percentage of Purchase Order lines received on time
per week. The difference with the material availability performance indicator is the fact that here the on time
delivery for Purchase Orders is measured while on time delivery external supplied parts focuses on all the needed
Purchase Orders to start an activity. The target for 2006 was and for next year for A & B suppliers
(Supplier ratings are based on number of order lines and the total value).

Confidential

Figure 3-9 Delivery Performance Purchased All Parts

3.1.4.

Conclusion

The performance indicators mentioned above show that the perceived problem is indeed a reality problem. The
delivery performance is on average •
while a percentage o f - is the target. Internal lead times are long in
relation to the lead-time of three weeks. The many orders within standard lead-time, on average many
revisions and late availability of the Engineering specifications create an extra burden on the department and the
rest of the organisation since orders and related production activities have to be expedited or rescheduled. This
causes extra costs, work and delays in the rest of the chain.
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3.2. CAUSES ANALYSIS
The low material availability is the point where problems in the organization become visible. However actual
problem causes can be found in processes within Operations Procurement but also in earlier or even later phases
in the organization. This section will give an overview of the various underlying causes which eventually result in
the limited material availability and current level for the related performance indicators.

3.2.1. Sources
Several
•
•
•
•
•

sources were used to gain an insight in the problem areas and to obtain multiple viewpoints:
Interviews
Vanderlande Industries Procedures
Vanderlande Industries Guidelines
Vanderlande Industries Instructions
Additional Internal Documents

During the interviews various reasons for the limited material availability were obtained. These reasons are
compared to the formal procedures and guidelines to investigate the specific underlying problem causes. These
problems can be ordered as operational, tactical and strategic level.

3.2.2. Supply Chain Disturbances on Operational Level
Within Operations Procurement another problem analysis was conducted by the manager which focus ed on the
entire operational process. Figure 3-10 shows the supply chain disturbances. The department processes
investigated by the student are shown in green. Outcomes where both parties found the same problem causes are
shown in black, problems identified by the student in blue and problems identified by Operations Procurement in
red.
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Figure 3-10 Supply Chain Disturbances on Operational level
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3.2.3. Tactical Themes Operations Procurement

A large number of the problems mentioned before can be traced back to higher level themes. The following
tactical themes can be found regarding the Operations Procurement department:
•

Supplier Management

The department has many suppliers from whom items are bought. All these suppliers have to be managed in
order to reach a high quality and delivery performance. With multi-sourcing and digital communication (e.g.
EDI) the flexibility increases while the external delivery times can be reduced. Furthermore Electronic
Procurement leads to time-savings. Less time has to be spent on the operational process and more time can be
spent on strategic and tactical processes in which opens a high potential of cost savings and performance
improvements. A possibility is to act more like a 'supply strategist' as was described in section I.3+
•

Internal Procedures Operations Procurement

Within the department many manual steps have to be performed in order to enter a Purchase Order. With
workflow management and digital communication the internal lead times can be reduced. Direct results
would be fewer items within standard lead-time. Indirect results are more time to optimize the overall
processes and for instance introduce the use of the Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) 2 which is used since less
time is needed for expediting.
•

Forecast regarding the upcoming demand

By using the information available in earlier processes in the chain a forecast can be made which would help
to anticipate on upcoming demand. With a forecast shared with suppliers it is possible to reduce the items
within standard lead-time by starting the production process earlier in time. Furthermore rush orders and
their associated costs can be reduced. In the long run more profitable pricing arrangement can be made since
the department has more time for negotiating.
3.2.4.

Strategic Themes Operations Vanderlande Industries

The same can be done on a strategic level:
•

The trade off between functionality versus standardization

Vanderlande offer their customers systems with high functionality and quality. The trade off has to be made
whether to standardize or to offer functionality to its customers. Standardization will result in lower costs but
will most likely result in less functionality. A strategic direction for Vanderlande Industries needs to be
chosen regarding market leadership. The three areas in which a company can be leading are operational
excellence, customer intimacy and product leadership as described by Tracy and Wiersema (1993).
o Operational excellence is providing customers with reliable products or services at competitive
prices and delivered with minimal difficulty or inconvenience.
o Customer intimacy means segmenting and targeting markets precisely and then tailoring
offerings to match exactly the demand of those niches.
o Product leadership means offering customer leading-edge products and services that consistently
enhance the customer's use of application of the product, thereby making rivals' goods obsolete.
Leading companies have become champion in one of these disciplines while meeting industry standards in
the other two. Success in the Engineer to Order segment requires a detailed understanding of customer needs
including technical features , price, delivery and quality requirements. This would imply the need for a strategy
based upon customer intimacy as described by Hicks et al (1999).
•

Organizational structure

The departments within Vanderlande are not always focused on optimization for the entire organization but
on optimization of their own departments, leading to sub optimization. In the end these problems accumulate
at the procurement department. More understanding of the overall process and structure could result in
optimization of the entire process instead oflocal optimization.

' EOQ -

~

A - order cost, D - demand, v - unit price r - annual interest rate

The EOQ is used to define the optimal order quantity related to the costs of ordering and the costs of holding inventory.
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Application Silo's

Vanderlande Industries has many specific software applications that use their own standards and are not
linked . These systems hold data and information and data that are not used by other department. For instance
Operations Procurement lacks an overview on a high level of what type of conveyors are ordered; they only
receive the demand for items on lower levels. This overview can be useful in identifying the problem mark
codes.

3.2.5 . Research Focus
In order to improve the internal procedures the digital process for procurement is already being investigated at
this moment within the Operations Procurement department. Supplier management will not solve the problems
within the internal supply chain. If the internal supply chain is however not controlled then many of the causes
regarding the limited material availability will not be solved. Designing a forecast application would both reduce
the items within standard lead-time and a number of problem causes in the internal supply chain; the department
will receive an earlier indication of the upcoming demand for which it will be possible to obtain the long lead
items.
Improvement Potential

Introducing a forecasting application would solve a number of problems in the supply chain and can also improve
the performance by suppliers. The material demand information can either solve (green), partly solve (since more
problems influence the problem) in (blue), give input information to solve the problem (purple) or have not
impact at all (red) on a given problem as is shown in Figure 3-n below
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Figure 3-n Forecast Improvement Potential in the Supply Chain
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Ishikawa Diagram Forecasting

In the Ishikawa diagram in Figure 3-12 the problem is shown completely on the right; there is no information
available which gives the Operation Procurement department insight in the upcoming material demand for the
Operations. Material Demand information can be obtained by looking at three specific areas: product,
(specification) process and the information systems. Per area several causes are listed below which give an
illustration why the Operations Procurement department has no upcoming material demand information available
in the current situation.

No standard conveyor type
available

No Biii of Material availab le

per con veyortype
Conveyors are used In
every mar1<et segment

Many project
Specific Items

Only large projects and standard
equipment types are manually for.casted

Exact specifications are
known late In the process

VI ~:~:r~~c:l~~e:~~~i:ms _.....,..........

No product famllles
No option s
defined for Items to translate equpment
to speclfc materials early In the process

Conveyor content information Is available
late In the process

Lacking dlgttal Information flows
(paper delivery)

Various processes have their own application
In

ERP system not used
Sa~s and Engineering
pha se
vartous database standards used

No options to obtain h tstotical
mart code conftgurations

Figure

3-12

Ishikawa diagram Forecasting

Product: Vanderlande Industries offers customer specialized systems with a specific functionality. This results in
many product variants or project specific items in order to deliver the requested functionality. Every project is
constructed with building blocks; there is however no standard building blocks defined or even specific building
blocks for a market segment. Furthermore the variation in the items which can be used to construct a building
block is high. Product families for item groups are not defined.
Process: The current operational process is not suitable for forecasting. There are many revisions in the process
and the output information in earlier stages is not suited for forecasting.
The forecast that are conducted are either made for large project, contract value higher than 40 million euros, or
highly standard equipment types . Furthermore the input for the Operations Procurement department, the ERP
system, is used once the specifications are known. Information regarding item need for conveyors or modules
which are known early in the process can not be used since no information is available the ERP system.
Information System: Vanderlande Industries uses many systems and applications in the operational process; most
of them are made specifically for Vanderlande Industries. These systems contain relevant information, regarding
the contents of a system or activity dates, which is not used. However various standards are used throughout the
organisation. Furthermore some systems lack certain functionality. For instance the systems in the Sales phase are
designed to predict costs and hours for systems but are not adapted to generate specific item needs. For instance
some information is still delivered on paper and Operations Procurement has no insight in what items or
purchase orders belong to what mark code.

3.3. CONCLUSION
This chapter has mapped the Operations Procurement processes and current performance indicators regarding
the problem area. The current level of the performance indicators were below the desired target. The underlying
problem causes were investigated and the conclusion is drawn that many of the problems can be resolved by
providing the department with material demand information. In the cause and effect analysis three main areas
with corresponding causes are given why no insight regarding the material demand is available in the current
situation.
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4. PROJECT DEFINITION & PROJECT PLANNING
This chapter will give the specific definition for the project combined with the project planning. In section 4 .1 the
problem definition, objective and scope are laid down. Section 4.2 gives the project planning in which a number of
research question are given which have to be answered in this report to complete the objective.

4.1. PROJECT DEFINITION
In the previous chapter we have seen that due to the lack of upcoming material demand information the
Operations Procurement department could not anticipate this demand. This resulted in a lower performance
regarding the material availability then the desired performance level. For the assignment the following problem
definition can be stated:

The current information supply does not provide the Operations Procurement department with material forecast s in order
to anticipate upcoming demand.
The result is a limited material availability partly caused by: the late availability and man rev1s10ns of the
specifications, the internal lead-times within the Operations Procurement department, Purchase Orders within the
standard lead-time and the delivery performance from suppliers. Obtaining an earlier indication of the upcoming
material demand would help in anticipating demand and thereby increase the overall performance. This leads to
the followi ng project definition:

Identify the opportunities and conditions for Vanderlande Industries regarding a material demand forecast
procedure/ application based on the existing logistical processes.
In order to identify the opportunities regarding forecasting, the current specification process is compared to best
practices. Best practices are obtained by analysing the literature and by benchmarking similar companies
regarding specification processes and product configuration.
With a forecast application it would be possible for suppliers to confirm orders by reserving capacity, obtainin g the
necessary materials or even start some of the production processes. This however depends on the specific
production process and commonality for an item. The objective for this project can then be formulated as:

The forecast has to create the conditions for the Operations Procurement department to provide suppliers with information
regarding upcoming demand and reserve capacity in order to improve the suppliers' performance and increase the material
availability and decrease the total costs.
The research will focus on obtaining a material demand forecast regarding the standard and project specific
purchase items based on information in the sales and engineering activities. Resale and non product related
(facility) items are left out of the scope of the project.
Forecasting starts after a project is sold; once forecast has proven itself it will be possible to explore the forecasting
probabilities based on outstanding tenders. Minimum requirements for the application will be to reserve capacity
and raw material at suppliers. The specific arrangements which have to be made with suppliers regarding the
forecast procedure and sharing of forecast information are not included in this report. An advice to the
organization will be given based on a literature study.
Many of the IT systems are being replaced or updated in the next year. The IT strategy will be taken into account
with the design of the solution.
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4.2. PROJECT PLANNING
This paragraph describes how to reach the projects objective. For a forecast application three areas need to be
investigated: product configuration, specification process and information systems. The following questions have
to be answered:
Specification Process
• What main processes can be identified in the current specification process?
• How have similar Engineer-to-order companies organized their specification process?
• What conclusion can be drawn regarding the current specification process?
Product
•
•
•
•
•

Configuration
What does the literature describe regarding product configurators?
What is the current product configuration method for Vanderlande Industries?
Which items are most relevant for forecasting?
How have similar Engineer-to-order companies organized their product configuration?
What conclusion can be drawn regarding the current product configuration process?

Information Systems
• Which information systems currently available contain relevant information regarding forecasting.
• Could the current information systems enable a forecast application?
The model in Figure 4-1 shows how and in which stage of the project these questions are answered
Orientation

Analysis

Design

Implementation

Evaluation

Implementation
Plan

Recommendations

lnlerviews

As· ls situation
Internal Documentation

Literature study: ETO
Characterist ics

Determine
Possibilities

Design Forecast
Application

Conclusion and

Specification Process

Detennine
Critera

Pilot study

Product Configuration

Literature Product
Config uration
To-Be Situation

Benchmar1<.ing

Figure 4-1 Research Model
The orientation phase gives the results for the problem mapping & causes analysis which resulted in the project
definition and objective.
The analysis phase is concerned with obtaining information regarding products, process and information systems.
Information is obtained by internal documentation for the specification process, product configuration and
information systems. Based on this information the AS-IS situation can be defined. Benchmarking and literature
study regarding product configuration are used to help in defining the To-Be situation.
In the design phase, the possibilities regarding forecasting are defined and evaluated based on several decision
criteria. This results in the design of a forecast application.
The implementation phase is occupied with the execution of a pilot study and the implementation plan for the
organization, while in the evaluation phase a conclusion is given regarding the results for the project and
recommendations are given to the organization how to continue with the project.
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5. ANALYSIS
This chapter will describe the analysis performed regarding the specifications process, product configuration and
information system. Section p will give approach for the analysis. Section 5.2 is occupied with an analysis of the
processes, section 5.3 describes the analysis of the products while section 5.4 analyses the information systems .
The As-Is and To-Be situation are then given in section 5.5 followed by a conclusion in 5.6

5.1. APPROACH
For the analysis three areas need to be analysed which are relevant for forecasting: the processes, products and
information systems. The processes and products have information needed for forecasting which is generated
and/or stored in the information systems.

Processes

Forecast
Products

i...--..i

Information
Systems

Figure 5-1 Areas relevant for forecasting
The specification processes shows what steps are taken in order to plan and design a system, what information
becomes available in which process and how the information reaches the Operations Procurement department.
Products investigate the structure of the conveyors which make up a system and how items are chosen in the
detailed Engineering phase that make up a conveyor and which mark codes items and suppliers are relevant for
forecasting .
Information systems show which data or information is stored in which database during the various processes
which can be used for forecas ting.
These areas will be investigated within Vanderlande Industries as well as in the literature and in similar
companies, ASML and Stork PMT, which are best in class. ASML researches, develops, designs, manufactures,
markets and services lithography systems used by the semiconductor industry to fabricate state-of-the-art chips
while Stork PMT is engaged in the development and manufacture of poultry processing equipment and
machinery. It is important to note that the processes regarding the benchmark companies are reviewed on a high
level to indicate a point of departure to discuss the internal situation within Vanderlande Industries.
Per area specific topics are investigated which are related to the Vanderlande Industries approach:
• Processes for Sales, Engineering, Planning and Item demand
• Product: Product Configuration, Bill of Material, Long Lead Items
• Information Systems: Information systems used, Information availability during the process
Per area the results are given in a matrix showing the relevant procedure or method per company. Based on these
results a conclusion is drawn at the end of every section. In the end of this chapter a general conclusion is given
based on the results of the three investigated areas.
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5.2. PROCESSES
The general project process for Engineer to Order companies is described in section q.i. However this does not
describe the specific processes before the detailed Engineering and Design process and the information which is
or becomes available per process.

5.2.1. Vanderlande Industries Project Process
In order to get the necessary insight and knowledge about the project process, communication models for every
relevant department were constructed containing the important activities, documents, databases and information
flows with other departments/information systems. The overall process is given in Figure 5-2 and is discussed in
more detailed below. An overview of the relevant systems is given in appendix E. The documents used are
described in Appendix F. The communication models in appendix G. An overview depicting the overall process
from sales to production with the documents, information flows and information systems can be found in
appendix H.

Engineering
Process

Manufacturing

Procurement
Process

Engineering

Process

Supplier

Production
Process

' - - - - - -Long Lead & Large Usage ltem,s -- - - - - '

Figure 5-2 Specification Process
Sales Process

A project starts with the design of a system concept by the Sales Department. The design is stored in the Sales layout drawing. A system is composed of mark codes, the systems' building blocks, which together provide the
functionality for a system. There is however no indication about the items that are inside these specific mark codes.
Planning-items, or Z-items, are created for these mark code blocks which are used to obtain an indication
regarding the price and the needed parts production and assembly hours. This information is used to determine
the price of a system and for planning purposes. Once a project is sold an order file is generated and sent to
Project Engineering
Engineering Process

The project is handed over from Sales to Engineering during the open-up meeting. The next step is to construct
an Engineering lay-out based on information from the order file. This is done with help of the VILA tool (VI
Layout Architecture) . The result is an Engineering Lay-out and a conveyor list, showing the type, position, length,
width, speed and functions of the various conveyors types (mark codes) used.
At this moment there is still no indication about the items that are used within these mark codes. However
Engineering is responsible for identifying the Long Lead and large usage items in the project based on the items
stored in the Long Lead Item and Large usage item database. These are the items which have a lead time larger
then the throughput time for Operations Procurement. Engineering has to send the item list per proj ect to
Procurement which informs the suppliers and generates a Purchase Orders (PO).
During the Engineering process the group leader engineering constructs the Activity Split Up Form (ASUF) to
indicate how budgets and hours will be split up over the engineering, production and resale activities. The goal is
to obtain a better insight in the engineering and production of mark codes in a system. Every activity is related to a
number of mark codes with its own start date for the engineering, production and shipping activity. With the
Work Order Segmentation Form (WOSF) Work orders are attached to activities and show which engineering
activities are linked to which production and/or resale activities.
Engineering is finished when all the items for the mark codes in an activity in a project, the specifications, are
known. The system used by engineering for specifications is CAPE (Computer Aided Project Engineering). The
input for CAPE is information from VILA and the conveyor list. Once an engineer finishes with the specifications
for an activity a work order file is constructed and sent to Manufacturing Engineering (MFE). The resale items
specification are sent to Resale Procurement, where they can be purchased from outside suppliers.
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Planning Process

Every proj ect can be divided in several activities performed by departments. Responsible for monitoring and
controlling the activity progress is Central Planning. This is the department that makes the schedules for the
project. For every project three types of schedules are constructed:
• Project Quotation Schedule (PQS): Planning for a quotation containing one production activity
• Initial Master Schedule (IMS): Planning for a sold project containing one production activity
• Project Master Schedule (PMS): Planning for projects with split-up activities for the engineering,
production and shipping activities.
For a live planning (IMS and PMS) Central Planning makes the planning in consultation with the factory to
discuss the available capacity. The available capacity at suppliers is however not taken into account.
Activities are discussed in the Delivery Program which shows the activity progress. Information for the Delivery
Program is retrieved from the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system and the planning tool
Primavera/ Artemis. In case activities are behind of schedule they have to be rescheduled. Rescheduling means
updating the Project Master Schedule.
Manufacturing Engineering Process

The specification files are downloaded by Manufacturing Engineering and entered into the ERP. Once all the
Work Orders are entered the project specific purchase parts are known and sent to Procurement for ordering.
An overview of all the needed standard items is generated by means of the Selected Item Count list (S IC list).,
Decisions regarding the percentage of hours that have to be subcontracted are based on the upcoming available
capacity in the factory calculated by Central Planning and based on the needed hours for all projects. The decisions
which items are subcontracted are made based on the Make/Buy/Switch Matrix. For subcontracted items a
Purchase Orders is sent to suppliers. The SIC list is then sent back to MFE where the Work Orders are planned for
production in the factory. The ERP system then calculates what standard purchase items are needed for
production and assembly in the factory by means of a Material Resource Planning (MRP) run.
Operations Procurement Process

This information is received by Procurement by means of a MRP buy suggestion and/or purchase request. These
items are then ordered and monitored by Procurement. Once the orders are delivered to the factory, production
can start.
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5.2.2. Benchmark Results

Benchmark Results Processes
Company

Sales Process

Engineering Process

ASML

Systems are directly entered
in ERP which shows the
required materials down to
the lowest level. Pass rates
are assigned to quotation
per system.

Constructs or adapts the
customer specific modules
in a system. The bill of
material is entered once a
module is designed.

Stork PMT

A system is composed of
modules. Sales chooses the
module variants and enters
them in the ERP system
which trigger item demand.
If a variant is unknown, the
standard module is chosen.
A pass rate is given to
quotations.

A lay-out is defined on
mark code level. No pass
rate per projects given.

Vanderlande
Industries

Planning Process

Item Demand

Monthly planning
cycle to match supply
to demand based on
quotations and live
orders.

Suppliers have
insight in the ERP
system and are
responsible for item
delivery and stock
level

Defines the module variant
in case a standard module
is chosen. Adapts the
modules for customer
specific orders.

Priority planning
based on outstanding
quotation with pass
rate > 70% and live
orders.

Purchase items have
lead time < 5 weeks
except for the long
lead items. Items
are Purchased to
Order.

Engineer has to define the
specification items in mark
codes based on the PDB.
MFE has to enter the specs
in the ERP and create a
routing for new items.

Planning is based on
Z-items which are
used for pricing and
parts/assembly
planning. Production
planning possible after
specs are entered.

Demand is known
after production
planning. No stock
allocation and
purchase to order to
obtain items.

5.2.3. Conclusion
During the project process the specifications become available after the detailed engineering. However the
Operations Procurement department receives the information once they are entered in the ERP system. Before
this point the only information regarding system content is on mark code level which only gives an indication of
the function .
During the project three planning schedules are created, the first, PQS, and second, IMS, schedule give one start
date for the entire production activity. In the PMS the production activity is divided in sub-activities with a separate
start date. In this schedule the mark numbers that belong to an activity are known.

If the process is comparison with the benchmark companies then these companies have the item demand
available in the sales phase. This ensures that more time can be used to inform suppliers, which leaves more time
for the strategic and tactical processes.
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5.3. PRODUCTS
This section describes the possibilities to configure products. First a literature study is conducted regarding
product configurators. Subsequently, the production configuration method with Vanderlande is discussed
followed by an analysis of the problem s regarding forecast items. In the end a conclusion is drawn based on the
various results .

5.3.1. Literatu re Study: Product Configurators
In a traditional Bill-of-Material (BOM) system a product exists out of one or more components that are by some
means related to ach other. The product can be a final product or be a part of a final product. In case a product
consists of multiple components, the relationship is recorded in the system. This relationship is called a goes-into
or gozinto-relationship, because the components merge in the final product.
This method implies that every manifestation of a product is entered and available in the system. When for
example a car can be delivered in three different colours, there are three products and three BO Ms that need to be
recorded. When a car can be delivered in three colours and with or without air-conditioning, the number of
recorded BO Ms rises to six. The more variants there are the higher the number of BO Ms that need to be entered
and captured by the system.
Because of the enormous growth in the number of producible product variants it is no longer desirable to have all
the information regarding manifestations available in the system. The traditional material planning systems like
MRP and MRP II are generally not suited for this kind of quantities regarding product information. Moreover the
question remains whether every variant is actually being produced, since this depends on the customer demand
for a specific variant. This makes it inefficient to register every form separately.
Generic Bill-Of-Material

A variant to the traditional BOM-system is the generative BOM-system. This system uses the generic BOM
technique. A generic BOM uses a BOM blueprint (source-BOM) per product family which at a later stage is filled
with relevant values (result BOM). The following section describes the operations in more detail. Figure 5-3 shows
the general concept for a generic bill of material.

Parameters
&
parameter
values

SelecHon /
of
parameter
\/dues
:::-----__...,

[] =Family
[{j =Prlmlttve vorklnls
II =Comron [] • COIT1X>\.lld vollonts

commerclc.i
catalogue

gooel1c
bll-0f-materlal

customer-order specific
· bill-of-material

Figure 5-3 Generic Bill of Material Principle (Source: Erens, 1996)
A generic BOM uses items. An item contains products which belong to the same product family. It is "a set of
similar products, which can be described by means of parameters". When for all the parameters in an item a value
is gives, a specific product variant is chosen. A product variant is a product by which the options are all specified
(for instance colour: blue, brake system: ABS etc.).
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parameter values

An information system which uses generic BOM can be divided
in two subsystems:
•

A product specification system (PSS) in which by means
of filling in the product parameters a valid product
variant is generated: Here technical and legal restrictions
are taking into account. Determining the validity of a
product variant occurs by means of constraints and
conditions.

•

A Bill-Of-Material generating system (BGS) . Here a
complete result-BOM is composed by entering the
source-BOM with the parameter values from the PSS.
Due to the real-time generating of BOM's there is only
need for one source BOM per product family. This final
result for the BGS is a BOM which represents which
option choices are made and how the product structure
looks like

Product Specification

specification

Bill-of-Material Generating
System

Result BOM structure

Product configurators use this generic-BOM in order to generate
product configurations on demand. Therefore the term generative
BOM-system is used.

Hegge (1992) gives the following definitions for a similar product configurator

"A conjigurator is a system that supports the identification of a variant. This type of system provides support that is based
upon product documentation. This product information is documented in the form of a generic bill-of material. "
Rule-Based Systems

Rule-based systems (RBS) are IT systems which help in taking decisions and are defined by Stumptner (1997).

"Rule-based systems (RBS) are programs that use pre-programmed knowledge to solve problems. RBS grew out of the field
of logical theorem proving as a way of establishing the truth or falsity of particular assertions. Typically, an RBS stores
heuristic problem solving fact s in a special database called a rule base. The facts are generally stored in the form of "IFTHEN" rules. The RBS can use these rules as they are needed to solve problems when presented with data. "
Thus a RBS generates decisions based on the input it receives against a number of set rules. The system is
arranged by letting experts formulate simple IF-THEN rules on the relevant areas. A rule base is thus a collection
of knowledge. These rules dictate the direction of the solution. By combining these rules new knowledge exists.
This new knowledge can then be combined with the rules in order to obtain new knowledge until the requested
knowledge is obtained.
The rules that are relevant to the statements are ordered in terms of importance and the most important rule is
'fired'. New knowledge regarding the case is obtained based on the firing of a particular rule. This knowledge is
added to the already available knowledge, after which the system continues to obtain knowledge until the desired
answer is generated.
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Product configurators with RBS

Fazio (1994) gives the following definition for a product configurator with RBS :

"A rule-based product configurator is an "expert system" which is an advice-giving or consultation program containing the
knowledge and experience of experts in a specific field or domain. "
A product configurator makes use of the rule-based system in the following broad way. The input for the system
consists of a number of specifications regarding the desired product input which can assume multiple forms. The
RBS determines which rules are applicable on the given input and sorts them based on the level of importance. If
needed input and rules are combined in order to retrieve new information, if not the system will ask for extra
needed information which are needed to complete the rule. The rules consider the technical, legal and other
limitations. The actual result is a product variant which fits the customer needs as good as possible. In case
customer wishes can not be fulfilled due to limitations this has to be mentioned.
API

A standard lay-out for a product configurator can not be given. The existing sorts are too different to have a general
representation. In general it is normal that a configurator uses a so-called API: Application Program Interface
(Owen, 2000). An API acts like a bridge between product- and component information and product variantsconstruction information. Product information is available in a PDM system or ERP system: a system which
companywide manages all resources. For product variant composition information is handled by the product
configurator.
The product configurator receives information as input and determines which product and component
information is needed to assemble a product variant based on the input and the software .
This product information is obtained from the ERP or PDM system by the APL By repeating this action the entire
product variant is composed.
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5.3 .2. Product Configuration at Vanderlande Industries
This paragraph gives a more detailed overview of how a system is engineered; how are specific item selected which
make up a conveyor.
Produ ct Confi guration

Every mark code has a function defined for certain characteristics. Every mark code is constructed from a number
of modules as is shown in Figure 5-4.

r.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Bed Sections
End Take Up Charge Side
End Take Up Discharge Side
Drive
Belt
Stop
Photo Electric Cell
Side Guarding (not drawn in figure)

Figure 5-4 ARP Conveyor

In the Sales phase a customer defines his functional requirements. Based on these requirements a system is built
with mark code which can fulfill this functionality. Each mark code in a project can be identified by a unique
number, the mark number, indicating the type of mark code and the position of that specific mark code in a
project. When an Engineering Lay-out is constructed the responsible engineer has to enter the specific speed and
capacity per mark number conveyor in the system.
In the detailed Engineering process this information is used in combination with the geometric information per
mark number conveyor to specify the specific items which make up a conveyor.
For each mark code type a Mark code Drawing Document (M DD) is available showing the available drawing
numbers per module as shown in Figure 5-5.
Used drawings are :
No Name
!Xive
4
Centre dri \€ 0200
4
Dli\e train 0200
4
Centre dri\€ 0135
Driw train 0135
4
4
Motor swit ch
PTO special: ARP-LRR
4

Standard
Left : L0657 , Right: L0658
Left : L6078 , Right: L7685
L1440
L3512
L4843 , L4844
L0664

Bedsection p==75 fieldlength 750
Bedsection p==75 fieldlength 600
Bedsection p==75 fieldlength 450
Gap bedsections p:::75 (pref. at charge side)
Heavy connection plate (nonnal == L3471 )
ETO
ETU (fix ed)

no

Photocell

1!jlla

1
1
1
1
1

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Left: L9273 , Right: L9274
Left : L9276 , Right: L9277
Left : L9279 , Right: L9280
L0655
L0685-00001

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

L0651

yes

Figure 5-5 Mark Code Drawing Document
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Per drawing number a number of variants exists which are described in the Product Data Book. An example is
given in Figure 5-6 below. Based on the characteristics and geometry of the conveyor the specific dash item variant
can be chosen.
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Figure 5-6 Dash Variants for drawing number 4843
When all the specific specification items for the mark numbers in an activity have been selected a Work Order
specification sheet is created
A specification sheet has multiple pages which describe the characteristics and content for an Engineering activity:
• The general information shows the revision number, the responsible Engineer, the date and time for the
specific activity in a project.
• The conveyor index gives the mark codes in the activity which are specified with the conveyor width , the
products they need to transport and the capacity.
• The motor index gives the specific speed per conveyor, motor reducer, brake and load capacity.
• The specification sheet shows per specific mark code the items which are needed to construct a conveyor
on the highest level. The items are subdivided into carrier, bed, drive, side guarding, supports, under
guarding. This can however be specific per mark code.
This sheet is sent to Manufacturing Engineering which enters the specification items in the ERP system and
checks whether the chosen items have a routing and BOM in the ERP system. For the project specific purchase
items a direct Purchase Order is initiated while the demand for the standard purchase items is obtained by the
MRP run. An overview of the product configuration is given in appendix K.
CAPE Mark Code Models

The CAPE system can in some cases act as a product configurator with a Rule Based Systems principle as was
described in the previous section. Mark code models exist in CAPE which requires an engineer to enter a number
of variables regarding the project and specific mark code characteristics. Table 5-1 gives some types of
characteristics.

Project/Zone Specific Characteristics

Mark Code Specific Characteristics

Operating Conditions
Conveyor Speed
Conveyor Capacity
Drive Supplier
Belt Supplier
Product Dimensions
Table 5-1 Project and Mark Characteristics for CAPE Equipment Models
The geometry regarding conveyors has to be available in the Engineering Data Bus (EDB) which acts as an
underlying database for all relevant engineering activities. The system is then able to decide which items in the
Product Data Book are most suited to provide the desired functionality based on these specific characteristics and
conveyor geometry.
There are however a number of prerequisites:
1.
Mark code model availability
Not all mark codes have a model in CAPE
2.
Quality of the lay-out
The lay-out is consisted of VILA building blocks. Every block is given a mark code type which consists of
modules, however if an engineer defines a mark code but uses modules from other mark codes the CAPE
system does not known which mark code to use.
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3.

EDB data available
In order to run CAPE, the information regarding the project has to be available in the EDB and complete.
Normally not all relevant data is loaded into the EDB and therefore CAPE will not be able to function
properly.
4. Functional constraints
The variables entered by an engineer have to be feasible ; some choices are not possible together and will
therefore generate errors.

5.3.3. Product Analysis
As described in section above a system is composed of mark codes which are translated to specific items in the
detailed Engineering process. However there is no indication of the total usage, variation and problem areas
regarding mark codes, items and suppliers. First an analysis is given on mark code level to see which mark codes
are most frequently used, have the most problem items and what the variation per mark code is. Next the specific
purchase items in mark codes are analysed. Based on several criteria and an ABC analysis an indication of the
most relevant items for forecasting is obtained. (See appendix I for information regarding an ABC analysis). Lastly,
an analysis of the suppliers is given to see which suppliers would be subject to start a forecast procedure with.
Mark Code Analysis

Mark Code Usage: The usage of mark codes can be viewed from two viewpoints; the total usage per mark code or
the total usage per mark code for a market segment. This information can be obtained from CAPE which stores
the mark codes and related mark number per project activity regarding the engineering specifications
Mark Code Variation: For the variation analysis the item content of the mark codes in 2006 in the ERP system
used to obtain the number of purchase order, the unique set of items used for these purchase orders. If per item
the quantity used is known and is combined with the total mark numbers per mark code in a project-activity the
average number of items and standard deviation per mark code can be obtained.
Long Lead Items and Large Usage Items per Mark Codes: When an item has a lead time larger then a chosen
value, the item is treated as a Long Lead Item (LLI) or Large Usage (LU) item. These items are beyond the delivery
time of a project and need to be identified early in the engineering phase
A long lead item (LLI) is a standard purchasing item that is characterized by one of the following criteria:
o The requisite for a LLI is that the lead-time of the project is less than eight week. This is related to the first
project activity. This can be further specified in:
o Item needed at parts production: lead-time exceeding 2.5 weeks
o Item needed at assembly: lead-time exceeding 4.5 weeks
o item needed at shipping: lead-time exceeding 6 .5 weeks
o If the Product Cost Price (PCP) for the total project is larger than qoo.ooo,A large usage (LU) is also a standard purchasing item. An item is being treated as a large usage item if the actual
demand exceeds the minimal quantity that can be obtained within the standard lead time. A LU-item is prone to
unpredictable usage. If large usage occurs, a longer lead-time is needed to obtain enough goods than at normal
usage. This is due the production lead-time at the supplier. The usage of the item is higher than the suppliers
organization is equipped for.
For the long lead items a long lead database is constructed. This database holds 455 records of LLI items where
special arrangements have to be made with suppliers in order to deliver them within the requested lead-times. The
database is filled with new items based on shortage information, supplier information and/or experience.
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Item Analysis

The items can be analysed from several viewpoints: based on selection criteria the items can be grouped in several
areas which will identify the forecast items and the Purchase Orders in 2006 are analysed with the help of an ABC
analysis to obtain the items with the most value, the most orderliness, the most orders within lead-time and the
lowest delivery performance.
Item selection criteria
For the purchase items selection criteria can be applied to group them in several categories. These selection
criteria are:
I.
Commonality: how often is a product ordered
2. VVP: what are the unit costs per item
3. Consumption: What is the frequency that a product is ordered
4. Throughput time: what is the lead-time per specific item
Variables:
Commonality: pragmatic approach by use of item's demand frequency table for model's simulation
period.
Consumption: set at 75% (percentage indicates the number of periods with demand related to the entire
number of periods)
Lead-time: set at 3 weeks (21 calendar days which is the through put time for procurement)
Standard cost price: set at 50 Euro
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Figure 5-7 Item selection criteria
Item type
Purchase to Order (P.T.O) Items
2BIN items
Critical Items
Forecast Items
Safety Stock VI/Supplier Items

Description
Purchase To Order
2-bin items to be kept in stock at VI
project path critical items
items to be forecasted
stock up at VI or Supplier
Table 5-2 Item Groups

Number of items
Confidential
Confidential
Confidential
Confidential
Confidential

ABC Analysis: An ABC analysis gives an impression of the total Purchase Order lines and total value per item in
2006. Besides the total order lines and related value it is interesting to know the delivery performance per item
and the number of times the item is ordered within lead-time.
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Suppliers Analysis:

Once the items are identified for which forecasting is useful and feasible, the suppliers have to be matched to
these items. This section will give an ABC analysis and the total number ofLLI or LU items per supplier. Based on
this result the organisation can then decide with which particular supplier a forecast initiative is started and which
suppliers are left out of the scope.
ABC analysis: The ABC analysis performed on the items can also be performed on the suppliers. Suppliers are
evaluated based on: total value, total order lines, number of orders within standard lead time and the average
delivery performance.
Long Lead Items per Supplier: Next to the ABC-analysis is it important to know how many LLI 's or LU's are
bought per supplier and what the actual value for LLI per supplier is based on the data for 2 006.

5.3.4. Benchmark Results

Benchmark Results Products
Company

Product Configuration

Bill of Material

Long Lead Items

ASML

Several platforms are offered
with several configurations. A
configuration consists of
modules. Modules can be
systems/platform/variant
specific.

Per system variant a Bill of
Material is available. The BOM
shows the items usage to the
lowest level.

No long lead items since AML
demands that all items have to be
delivered within 12 weeks.

Stork PMT

A system is composed of
modules. Modules have multiple
variants available and a standard
is defined based on historic
usage.

For every module variant a BOM
is available. In case a module is
length depended modules
(transfer lanes) a calculation is
made in the ERP system.

If new modules are developed
items can have a maximum lead
time of 5 weeks otherwise they are
re-engineered. In cases where this
is impossible the item is treated as
a long lead item. All long lead
items are kept in stock.

Vanderlande
Industries

A system is composed of mark
codes. No standard is defined per
mark code. Engineering has to
define which specification items
make up a mark code.

Only specifications items have a
Bill of Material available in the
ERP system.

Long lead items are the items
which have a lead time >3 weeks.
They have to be identified by
Engineering and sent to
Procurement depending on the
characteristics of a project.

5.3.5. Conclusion
This section analysed the product configuration method and products. Vanderlande Industries uses mark codes as
building blocks for its system. These building blocks are however not available in the ERP system by means of a
BOM. The blocks have to be specified by the engineer before the specification items are known. A BOM is
available for these items in the ERP system and the purchase item demand is obtained by translating these items
to specific lower level item demand by means of MRP run. Item selection depends on the project characteristic,
conveyor geometry and the specific requirements for a mark code. The methods available are using the Product
Data Book or by using a RBS system enabled by the CAPE mark code models.
If the product structure is compared to the benchmark companies the variation is high while there are no standard
building blocks define. Therefore Vanderlande Industries is not able to determine which items are needed based
on the lay-out. The benchmark companies have structured their products in such a way that several variants can be
chosen for which the underlying item quantity is known once it is entered in the ERP system. Furthermore due to
the limited horizon more items have to be treated as long lead items or large usage items while ASML has reduced
this problem completely by demanding a maximum lead time of twelve weeks from their suppliers while Stork
PMT keeps all long lead items on stock.
With an analysis the mark codes and specific items which are most relevant for forecasting are identified. Matched
with the supplier analysis it can be determined for which suppliers a forecast procedure should be established.
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5.4. INFORMATION SYSTEMS
5.4.1. Forecast Information Availability
This section describes the domain in which the relevant information regarding forecasting becomes available and
in which systems this information is stored. At each stage of the process more planning or project content
information becomes available, which will be described in detail below.
- -- - - - - - - - - - -Forecasting domain- - - - - - - - - - -- - - -RealTimePlanning•

Mechanical
Lay-out
Conveyorlist
Initial Master
Schedule

Open-up
Project Q uotation
Meeti ng &
Schedule
CADRA meeting
Sales Layo ut
1--- - - --+-- - - -VILA

I

--Mi nimum 3 weeks --•

Proj ect
Master
Schedule

CAPE

I

Specs

Purchase Order

JOE

1

2

3

4

5

6

ED B :
Markcodes
-lengths
-widths
-position

System
cha racteristics
-Conveyor
speeds
-Capacity
-Material Flow
strategies

EDB
Updated
Markcodes
-lengths
-widths
-position
-angles

EDB
Activity

Actual
item
demand

Order
moment

Primavera/
Artem is :
A ctivity
-start date

Primavera/
Artemis
-Actvity start
date for
40 .000
subactivities

Primavera/
Artemis
-Activity
-start date

Figure 5-8 Forecasting information availability
I.

Project sold: when a project is sold the Sales Layout and Project Quotation Schedule/Initial Master
Schedule are available and contain information about the project regarding mark codes; lengths, widths
and positions, project activities with start dates.

2.

Open-up meeting: during the open-up meeting the project is handed over from Sales to Engineering; the
document with the relevant project information is the Order file.
Concept and Design Risk Analysis (CADRA)
The CADRA is held to get a clear basis for the definition phase on mechanical and control level.
Objectives for the meeting are:
• Fix functionality and design capacities (and related conveyor speeds) and define material flow
strategies
• Fix choice of mechanical and controls equipment

3.

Mechanical lay-out and Conveyor list: Engineering is finished with the drawing of the Engineering Layout. Detailed information regarding conveyor functionality is given in the conveyor list. Choices regarding
conveyor functionality are deducted form the system characteristics and the material flow diagram. The
start date for the production activity comes from the Initial Master Schedule.

4.

Project Master Schedule is available which divides the mechanical production activity in sub activities
with an individual start date.

5.

Specifications are finished by Engineering and generate item demand once they are entered in the
Enterprise Resource Planning by Manufacturing Engineering.

6.

Purchase Order is sent to the supplier by Procurement to receive the needed items and their quantities in
combination with a request date.
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5.4.2. Information Systems
Engineering Data Bus

The Engineering Data Bus (EDB) contains
information about the contents of the project.
In the root container the project num ber and
project definition is given in combination with
additional information on the PD and EDB
version. A project has several ISCs (Integrated
System Components) . Every ISC has a specific
number, the mark number, which gives the
specific position of that ISC in the project layout. An ISC can consist of several other ISC.
On the lowest level an ISC is build up from one
or multiple blocks. For these blocks the
geometric dimensions from VILA are stored in
combination with the relevant speeds. An ISC
furthermore has a flow interface which shows
the direction of the flow for the appropriate
ISC. Figure 5-9 shows the UML class for the
EDB ISC information

Root_ container

- P roject_id
- PD4_vers io n
- EDB data_version
- I SC

0 ..
1 ..

.

Fa rent

1

- contai n s

I

Block

ISC
- I SC - marknumber
-ISC - ID
- ISC M arkcode
-ISC _length
-ISC _VILA_ doc
-ISC GUID
-ISC_activitynumber

-

- Conta in s

1

1 ..

.

-B lock - id
- Block_shape
- B lock _a ngle1
- Block _a ngle2
-B l ock _w idth
- Block_e nd1
-B lock _ en d 2
- Block_centre
- Block_speed1
- Block s p eed2

I
- Chi ld

0 .. .1
1 ..

.

-Contain

FlowlnterFace

- FIF id
-FIF ISC Id
-FIF P as

-

Figure 5-9 EDB UML model

Planning Application

Planning
-Planning_nr
-Project_nr
-Project_ name
-Status
-Planner
-Creation_D ate
Schedule_type
Activity_nr
-Activity_name
-Start_date
-End_date
-Resource_type

Figure

5-10

In Figure 5-10 the UML class for the planning
application is given. Per project the activity numbers and
names with their specific start date and end date are
given.
Fu rthermore the status shows if a project is sold or still
in the quotation phase and the type of schedule where
this information originates from. Based on the resource
type information field we can identify the production
activities. Production activities require some resource
which can be welding, machining, cutting of assembly.

Planning UML Class
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5.4.3. Benchmark Results

Benchmark Matrix Information Systems
Leading Systems

Information availability

ASML

ERP system is leading and used
throughout the entire process

Item demand is available from quotations and live projects. The
status indicates the usefulness of items.

Stork PMT

ERP system is leading and used
throughout the entire process

Outstanding quotations, marketing prognoses, Item demand,
planning is available in the sales phase. The status indicates what
a department can do with the information

Vanderlande
Industries

Engineering CAPE/VILA/EDE,
Production Planning &
Procurement: ERP

Mark codes content is known in the EDB. Material demand on
specification item level is known in CAPE and ERP. The lower
item specifications are known in ERP after the MFE process.

5.4.4. Conclusion
This chapter showed that the information regarding project planning and contents becomes more accurate and
detailed during the project. The main problem remains that the information regarding project content remains at
mark code level until after the specification process.
Planning information originating form the various schedules is available in Primavera, while the conveyor
geometry and related characteristics are available in the EDB.
The benchmark shows that the other companies use the ERP system throughout the entire process. Other
departments can therefore use and anticipate on the information available earlier in the chain.
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5.5. AS-IS & TO-BE SITUATION
5.5.1. AS-IS Situation
In the current situation the supplier can only act at the moment he receives the Purchase Order. The
certainty/uncertainty situation for a supplier is given by three dimensions, which can be displayed as shown in
Figure 5-n and is referred to as the "uncertainty cube" by Wikner & Rudberg (2005).
100%
uncertainty

What?

When?~

100%
certainty

How much?

Figure 5-11 Uncertainty Cube
This uncertainty cube can be used to visualize the degree of uncertainty faced by a manufacturing company using
the three dimensions What, When? and How much?. The degree of uncertainty can be measured as the Euclidian
norm in R3 of the vector pointing to the present position in the uncertainty cube (Wikner & Rudberg, 2005).
In the present situation the supplier has either 100% uncertainty since he doesn't receive any information
regarding demand, until the moment he receives the purchase order at which he obtains 100% certainty. In
situations where the supplier production process is longer than the requested delivery time the material can not be
available on time. Furthermore any delays in activities with little float, both within Vanderlande Industries or the
supplier, can result in orders being delivered too late.
u ncertain
eustcme ofdfiir

~Perfect"

custt>m$' order

Figure 5-12 Current Su pply Process (Adapted fro m Wilmer & Rudberg, 2005)

5.5.2. To-be Situation
The forecast could help the supplier by supplying information regarding demand for the upcoming periods. He
would obtain a global indication of What? When? and How Much? and is thus able to reduce the uncertainty and
start his production process.
If we look at a manufacturing process several production steps are performed which finally form the final product.
Different stages can be distinguished:
1.
Process capacity
2.
Raw material
3. Parts
4. Sub assembly
5. Assembly
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For every item or item group (e.g. drive A, B or C) there is a Customer Order Decouple Point (CODP) in the
production process as defined by Hoekstra and Romme (1992) . Wikner and Rudberg (2001) define the CODP as:

A customer order decoupling point separates decisions made under uncertainty from decisions made under uncertainty
concerning customer demand.
The CODP is the point from which the good flow is controlled by individual customer orders, as shown in Figure
5-1} Upstream the production processes are made to stock and downstream the production is organized to
customize the products to fit the customer needs.

Order fulfilment

Buffer replenish-

ment prooeas

pnKe.H

(8pecu lathln ~ llTS)

(Comm lrm.-1 - MTOJ

Vdume

Vcturne

cthto ...Y,put)

(...._~)

==-T~ ~T~

Lean approaches. including:
· Stable detnand rate (ulevel'}

Agile approaches. including.:
· D'~amic demand rate (•cha!>ej
• Adaptable production
• Cl..mtomer-unlque products

• Cost-efficient production

• Slanderdited products

Figure 5-13 The Customer Order Decoupling Point
(Source: Wilmer and Rudberg, 2005)
Depending on the positioning of the CODP for a particular item , several steps can start. These are arrangements
the Operations Procurement department has to make with its suppliers, since it varies per item or item group, and
is left out of the scope of the project. During the project process more reliable information becomes available
increasing the accuracy of the forecast and more production can start. Once the purchase order arrives the actual
product variant is known and the remaining production processes can start to produce the specific items as is
shown in Figure 5-14.
Uncertain
customer order

Customer Older
initiated
("order commitment?

Certain
customer order

"Perfect'"
customer order

Production
initiated

E

G

.

c

0

F

Production activities

r·r

:COOP

,

B

A

Production activities

:

.: performed under uncertainty !. performed under certainty :
Figure 5-14 Supply Process with Forecast Information
(Source: Wikner and Rudberg, 2005)
Forecasting will not decrease the suppliers throughput time but enables him to perform several steps earlier in
time, thereby increasing the flexibility and eventually the material availability.
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5.6. CONCLUSION
This section describes the conclusion based on the analysis performed within Vanderlande Industries, similar
companies and literature regarding specification processes, product configuration and information systems.
When comparing the benchmark companies and Vanderlande Industries the main findings are that the
benchmark companies have defined product configurations with several variants. These variants are defined in the
Sales phase and have a Bill of Material available in the ERP system. By entering the proper variant the upcoming
demand down to the lowest level is known instantly. Furthermore outstanding quotations have pass rates assigned
to them which enable these companies to act on quotations.
The main conclusion drawn is that in the current operating conditions forecasting within Vanderlande Industries
is difficult since mark codes need to be translated to specification items in an earlier stage of the project process.
However at this stage some crucial information is not available regarding the project or specific mark code. If
standard mark codes or several mark code variants are defined which have a Bill of Material available the solution
for forecasting would be less complicated. The used mark code would be entered in the ERP system once the used
variant is known in the Sales Phase thereby directly obtaining the desired material on the lowest levels. The
student will come back to this topic in the section Future Development in chapter 8
In order for forecasting to work in the current situation an application is needed which translates the mark code to
specification items based on incomplete information. The input-information has to be obtained by linking the
information for the production activities in the planning to the specific mark numbers related to that production
activity. However in the current situation the specific items demand is only known after the Engineering
specification process. After these are entered in the ERP system the demand becomes known and the supplier
receives the Purchase Order. The supplier thus has 100% uncertainty or 100% certainty regarding What?, When?
and How Much?. In the To-Be situation the uncertainty is reduced by combining the information from planning
and content in several stages of the project process. A supplier is then able to start his production process till the
moment he receives new information which further reduces the uncertainty until the moment the actual Purchase
Order arrives. He then only has to complete the rest of his production steps.
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6. DESIGN
This chapter describes the design of the forecasting application. In section 6 .1 two forecasting techniques are
introduced which can translate mark codes to specific items in an earlier stage of the process. These techniques
are evaluated against decision criteria in order to choose the desired technique. Section 6.2 will give the design for
the chosen forecast technique. Section 6.3 shows at what moments the forecast application reduced the demand
uncertainty.

6.1. FORECASTING TECHNIQUES
This section introduces two forecasting techniques. These alternative techniques are obtained from two
brainstorm sessions (Balackova, 2005) with members from several departments relevant for forecasting. More
information about the intent and results from these sessions can be found in appendix J.

6.1.1.

Forecast Based on a Generic Bill of Material

A forecast mark code can be constructed based on historical data from ERP and input from Engineering/ R&D .
Forecast mark code contain information regarding purchase items or product family within a specific mark code.
A product family is a range of products with the same supplier, materials and manufacturing processes.
At this moment no product families are defined. Thus items have to be grouped per product family. An extra
identification class is needed in ERP to show which item belongs to what family. Options are to number the items
according to their family group or create an extra attribute or number in the Item class which indicate the family
group. New product variants constructed are assigned to a product family and given the proper attributes or family
number.
A database has to be constructed which holds the relevant generic bill of material per mark code and the specific
item usage per meter or per unit.

6.1.2. Forecast based on CAPE default values
The CAPE system can act as a Rule Based System for certain mark codes as described in section 5+1.1.
A number of variables are required which have to be entered by Engineering. Input information is matched
against a set of rules as defined in the model, which results is a proposed item lists. This method is however only
possible when all mark code and system characteristics are known to CAPE.
In case characteristics are available earlier in the EDB database the system could begin firing its rules. However
not all characteristics are known earlier in the process. For these characteristics a default values has to be used.
The system is in this situation able to fire all the rules until a proposal regarding items is obtained.
The chosen value should represent the most common characteristic value based on historic usage or engineering
experience.
Default values can be identified on two levels:
•
Proj ect default values - these are the defaults that are applied to the entire system or zone. Variables are
the supplier, operating conditions etc.
•
Mark code default values - these are the defaults that can only be applied to one particular mark code type.
Variables are conveyor speed, product dimensions and capacity.
CAPE needs to be adapted to enable forecasting. An XML file is created which contains the default values for
project and mark code variables. However the system has to check the availability of the required in the EDB first
before using the default. Per mark code the system fires its rules; in case real information is available it is used
otherwise the default value is obtained from the XML library.
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Decision Criteria

A decision matrix is constructed to assess the two forecasting alternatives. This is done with criteria and demands
drawn up by Operations Procurement. The demands laid down are:
("')

Decision criteria

Description

>
"ti
tTl

Forecasting level
Configuration management:
Time effort/execution
Simplicity of the solution
Based on existing systems
Maintenance costs capabilities
6.1.4.

On what level can a forecast be made
How well does the application cope with version and change
management
What is the relation between the effort needed for the
forecast and the result
The solution needs to be easy both in terms of information
coupling and procedures
To what extend is the solution based on the existing
information systems
What time and costs are needed to maintain the system

4l
::s
0 l'D
t:i::i l'D

....

~

""I

l"l

+
+
+
+
+
+

Justification

The CAPE forecast application has the advantage over defining a Generic BOM. The main reasons are that CAPE
is an existing application which has to be adapted while for the generic Bill of Material a completely new
application and database is required. Furthermore CAPE can use the items available in the Product Data Book
thereby acquiring all engineering knowledge; the forecast database with relevant purchase items has to be created
from scratch and needs to be updated regularly.
The CAPE application has to be adapted to enable forecasting once the application needs an input file from
Primavera which contains the live projects and related start dates for the production activities. For the Generic
BOM both the information from the EDB as from Primavera needs to be linked to the Generic BOM database in
order to produce a forecast.
In case the procedure has proven itself more CAPE models can be created. For these models the existing defaults
can be used in the beginning and further optimized by testing the results in a pilot environment. Per mark code a
Generic BOM has to be created while CAPE already has certain mark code models available.
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6.2. DESIGN OF THE FORECAST APPLICATION
The figure below shows how the forecast application works. From the planning tool the live projects and related
activities are generated and entered in the CAPE forecast application. CAPE then obtains the relevant information
regarding the live project activities from the EDB and uses its Rule Based System. In case a variable is unknown
the default value from the XML default library is used. This generates a specification item forecast and an error
report showing why an activity or mark codes has not been forecasted. The forecasted items are then linked to the
start date to obtain the upcoming demand information on specification item level.
Primavera

Generate
Forecast output
file

Figure 6-1 Forecast Application
First the structure of the planning output file showing the live projects is given followed by a description of the
default values. In paragraph three the error report is defined which shows why a particular activity or mark code
has not been forecasted. Next the item forecast form CAPE is given which is then linked to the related start dates
in paragraph five.

6.2.1. Planning Output File
The input file is derived form Primavera and contains the live projects with the accompanying manufacturing
activities in combination with their start date. The input file furthermore shows the type of schedule on which the
information is based, to give an indication of the accuracy of the supply dates. The supply chain has to be included
in the planning file since not all production takes place at the factory in Veghel. The UML class for the Primavera
output file is given in Figure 6-2 while the XML structure is shown in Figure 6-3Planning
-Project_nr
-Project_name
-Activity_nr
-Activity_name
-Start_date
-End_date
-Supply_chain
-Schedu le_type

Figure 6-2 UML class Primavera output file

Project number

L

l

Schedule Type

Activity number

L
L

Start date
Supply Chain code

Figure 6-3 XML Structure Primavera output file
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6.2.2. XML Library
The variables which are entered by Engineering have to be identified. In cooperation with the Operations
Procurement department the relevant purchase items where identified which influence the problem areas . In the
table 6-1 below the system variables are listed and the default values which can be chosen, the last column shows
the source where the information can be found.
VARIABLE

DEFAULT VALUE

INFORMATION SOURCES

Drive supplier
Belt supplier
Operating conditions
Product dimensions
Conveyor speeds
Color
Power supply
HanQ8 connector
Side guarding
Supports

SEW /Nord/Sumitomo
Siegling/ Ammeraal
10-40 degrees
length x width x height
30 m/s

Open up meeting
Open up meeting
Order file
Order File
Conveyor list
Customer specific
Order file
Order file
Mark code specific
Mark code specific

RAL7001

230 V 50 Hz
Yes/no
none/undefined
none
Table 6-1 System default variables

6.2.3.

Error Report

For each forecast run a log file is created next to the forecast output file project. The log file contains information
about the start and end time of the forecast run and an overview of the errors occurred. The error file has to show
the reason for not forecasting an activity or mark code in a project.
The error file has the following structure:
•
Number: the type of error number.
•
Type: the type of error; this can be either warning or error
•
Text: describes the specific activity or mark number that hasn't been forecasted with the reason
•
File: shows the hyperlink to the Vila import report text file which gives the specific reason for not
forecasting a conveyor in a project.
Three types of errors exist:
Errors in Lay-out: Engineering defines mark codes in the lay-out. CAPE however needs to find specific
components in these mark codes in order to forecast items. When a certain mark codes type is entered in the layout but is used as another mark code CAPE will generate an error; for example an ARP is defined but a LR is used.
No activities in EDB: Project activities from the PMS are not available in the EDB; CAPE is then not able to
forecast these mark codes since it doesn't know where to find the mark code information.
Import errors: When a certain default choice, for instance the ARP, is made it can conflict with the information
which is stored in the EDB; for instance mixed products are defined in the EDE while the default function is set
for uniform products. CAPE will then generate a functionality error.
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6.2.4. Item Forecast
The forecast items are generated by CAPE based on the EDE information and the default values. Figure 6 -4 gives
the UML class diagram for the forecast items output file while Figure 6-5 gives the XML structure.
This file then has to be combined with the Primavera output file which contains the specific start dates for the
activities in the live projects.

P r o jectnumb er

Forecast_Items

L

-Project_nr
-Activity_nr
-Mark_code
-Ma rk_ nr
-Item nr
-Description
-Quantity
-Co lor
-UoM
-Leng ht
-Assembly _type

A.c1.tY1t y

nu~

L M ark code

LM~
a-::::::ber
es.cr-iption
Qua nt i t y

ok>r
nit of M easure
Lengti t
Asse1T1bly type

Figure 6-5 Structure Output File

Figure 6 -4 UML Class Forecast Item

6.2.5. Forecast
The item forecast then has to be matched to the activity dates from the planning. The UML classes have to be
linked in order to obtain the forecast class.

Forecast

Forecast_ltems
-Project_nr
-Activity_nr
-Ma rk_ code
-Mark_n r
-ltem_nr
-Description
-Quantity
-Color
-UoM
-Leng ht
-Assembly_type

1

1

-Project_nr
-Activity_ nr
-County_code
-Schedule_type
-Mark_code
-Mark_number
-ltem_nr
-Description
-Quantity
-Colour
-Assembly
-Start_date
-End_date

1

1

Planning
-Project_nr
-Project_ name
-Activity_nr
-Activity_name
-Start_date
-End_date
-Supply_chain
-Schedule_type

Figure 6-6 UML Diagram forecast
The forecast file contains the project number, activity number, (country code), mark code, mark number and item
number with the item description and quantities with the appropriate start date for the production activity.
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6.3. FORECAST UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION
In order to forecast the forecast application needs to link two different information flows to each other:
• Planning data
• Product Content Information
During the project the information for both flows becomes more detailed and accurate.
The general model is shown in Figure 6-7 and is divided into three layers. The top layer shows the specification
process by engineering, the lower layer the systems and relevant planning schedules for the planning process. The
process starts at the left when a project is sold and the more the process goes to the right the more and accurate
the information in the systems becomes.

Engineering Data Bus (EDB)

Mechanical_.
Lay-out

-

-

-Sp~

CAPE

-

-

~

-

-

-1'- Item demand

Forecast
Application

-

-

-

Foreca st

Planning software (Pnmavera)

Figure 6-7 Forecasting Framework

There are five moments at which the uncertainty is reduced in at least one of the three dimensions:
I.

Sales Lay-out and PQS : once the project is sold a forecast order can be made based on the information in
the Sales Layout and the Project Quotation Schedule, giving the supplier the first insight in What? , When?
And How Much?

2.

Initial Master Schedule: this updated project schedule provides reduces the uncertainty in When?

3.

Engineering Lay-out: this lay-out reduces the uncertainty regarding What? and How Much? due to the fact
that Engineering has fixed functional errors and has given more detail to specific conveyors.

4.

Project Master Schedule: reduces the uncertainty regarding When? And How Much? since a split up is
made within the 40.000 activity.

5.

Purchase Order: gives

100%

certainty about What ? When and How Much?
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Depending on the production process the supplier can reserve capacity and buy raw materials (stages I (PQS +
Sales Lay-out and 2 (IMS + Sales Lay-out) . Based on the moments 3 (Engineering lay-out + IMS) and 4 (PMS +
Engineering Lay-out) he will be able to start some of his production process up to the CODP point for that
particular product. Based on moment 5, the Purchase Order, he can complete the rest of his production process
and deliver the order to the buyer as is shown in figure 6-8.

Uncertain
customer order

Certain
customer order

D

Customer order
initiated
( order commitment"}

"Perfect"
customer order

Production
initiated

E

G

D

F

c

:COOP

:·-r

B

A

i
i

Production activities
Production activtties
performed under uncertainty performed under certainty

Figure 6 -8 Uncertainty Reduction in the Supplier Production Process
(Adapted from: Wilmer & Rudner (2005)
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7. IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter is concerned with the implementation of the application in the organisation. In section 7.1 a pilot
study in which three projects are forecasted are described. Section 7.2 is concerned with the operations procedures
which are necessary to implement the application in the organization. Two procedures are discussed: the specific
which have to be made with suppliers and the operational procedure to use the information.

7.1. PILOT PROJECT
A pilot study has been conducted to evaluate the performance of the forecast application and the entered default
values. Projects were chosen which have already been specified by Engineering; it is then possible to directly
match the forecast specification with the actual specification file from Engineering. The projects chosen together
contain most of the mark codes for which CAPE models are available at the moment.

7.1.1. Specification Item Results
The three projects contain a total number of n55 mark codes. However from these n55 mark codes, 886 mark
codes were possible to forecast since these are the mark codes that have a model available in CAPE. Table 7-1
shows the forecast results on mark code level.
Mark code
Mark Code 1
Mark Code 2
Mark Code 3
Mark Code 4
Mark Code 5
Mark Code 6
Mark Code 7
Totals

Engineering

Forecast

Difference

132
640
508
16
50
34
2
17
19
22
8
30
4
3
25
24
n8
103
15
193
886
693
Table 7-1 Forecast results on mark code level.

Percentage

79%
32%
89%
73%
75%
96%
87%
78%

In total 78% of the mark codes with CAPE models and 60% of the mark codes in the three projects are forecasted.
Mark codes are not forecasted because:
Mark codes are not forecasted due to incorrect definition, mark codes in the lay-out or due to functional errors
based on the used default values as was described in paragraph 6.2.3.
For forecasting not only the forecasting of mark codes to specification items is relevant; the mark codes are related
to activities in the EDB . The activities from the EDB have to match the activities in the planning application,
Primavera. The results per project are shown in table 7-2.

Projects
Project 1
Project 2
Project 3
Totals

Total
Activities
activities
matched Difference Percentage
in PMS
in EDB
74
II
63
15%
22
6
16
17%
37
8
29
21%
133
25
108
19%
Table 7-2 Forecast results regarding activities

7.1.2. Results Pilot Study
The forecast file only generates the specification items and required quantity but lacks the demand for the
underlying levels. The BOM for these items is needed to shows the lower level items and their quantities. This
information is available in the PDM module in ERP.
Four activities are identified that are completely forecasted. For the specification forecast items related to the mark
codes in these activities the total demand is obtained from ERP. The outcomes are compared to the actual items
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used in these activities. The mark codes in the three activities had a total value of approximately € 224.450. The
forecast value has a total value of approximately €194.650. The difference in value is 29 .800 or 13% of the total
value

Confidential

Table 7-3 Total Value per Mark Code

Since the SIC list includes all items it is time consuming to identify the cause for the value difference. More tests
should be performed to identify systematic problem area or items which are wrongly forecasted.

7.1.3. Accuracy
The forecast has to be accurate with regards to the item number and the used quantity as chosen by the
Engineering. Within Vanderlande Industries no product families are defined which can batch the items that
belong to the same group. If these product families would exist the item forecasted has to be in the same product
family for the forecast to be accurate. For the accuracy on quantity ranges need to be specified; the difference
between r or 2 drives with a value of a rooo euros is more of a problem than a difference of ro bolts on a forecast
of rooo with a value of 0.50 euro.
The accuracy can be given at the current moment but this defines only the minimal accuracy. Comparisons can be
made on items, total quantity and total value per supplier. However in order for the comparison to be equal, an
activity has to be chosen from the forecast where all mark codes actually have been forecasted.

7.1.4. Conclusion
The conclusion drawn based on the pilot results are that the percentage of mark codes forecasted is high with 78%.
In order to increase the number of forecasted mark codes the input information has to be consistent. The lay-out
has to contain the right mark codes and the default values have to be adapted in order to prevent functional errors.
The activities match between the EDB and PMS is too low with 19%. In the current situation Engineers have no
incentive to enter the proper activities in the EDB since no other department used this information besides
themselves. Awareness has to be created within the Engineer department for the relevance of the correct
information in the EDB and a more detailed procedure is needed to assure timely information availability.
In order to increase the total number of forecasted mark codes in a project, which was 60% in the pilot, more
mark codes have to be defined which contain problem areas for the Operations Procurement department based on
the analysis performed in section 5+ 3.
Regarding the total value which can be placed at suppliers the results are satisfactory with a 13% difference
With these values suppliers would be able to reserve some of there capacity. However in order for the supplier to
start his production process the Customer Order Decoupling Point in his production process has to be evaluated.
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7.2. FORECAST PROCEDURE
In order for the information to be used effectively a procedure has to be implemented within the organization
which describes in detailed how the forecast information has to be used.
Two different procedures exist:
r. Establishing an information sharing process with a supplier by contracting and mutual agreements
2.
An operational procedure which describes how the forecast information is obtained, analyzed and used by
the Operations Procurement department.
As stated earlier in report the these procedures are left out of the scope of this project; a project is started within
the Operations Procurement department which will investigate the possibilities per supplier and lay down the
procedure to handle and use the forecast information. This section will however give an advice to the organization
of the possibilities in the field.

7.2.1. Supplier Agreements
Agreements with suppliers concerning the implications on his production process have to be made. Per supplier
an evaluation has to be made on the portfolio and the available forecast information to see what is useful to share
and in what stage of the forecast the uncertainty is low enough to anticipate upcoming demand. Several
possibilities exist:
• Based on the total value of the forecast the supplier reserves future capacity.
• Based on the total items demand of the forecast the supplier reserves (specific) future capacity
• Based on specific item demand of the forecast the supplier starts with (some of) his production process.
The supplier faces the risks of the forecast uncertainty; in case a forecast seems to be wrong or overly optimistic he
is faced with an excess stock or reserved capacity which he has reserved for Vanderlande Industries but is not
fulfilled. In order to compensate risks the literature describes incentive alignment and various contracts in which
both parties have a win/win situation.
Incentive Alignment

There are three types of incentive alignment that can be used to motivate different chain members to align their
behaviour with the overall chain goal (Simatupang, 2002).
• Production behaviour: rewarding the steps of observable actions that lead to a specific mutual objective,
rather than the attainment of the objective itself. Rewarding the partners for steps rather than end results
will allow them to improve their performance and also serve to motivate them, since it recognizes them
not just for their performance but also for their effort.
• Pay for performance which means setting performance metrics to evaluate the partners and rewarding
them based on outcomes of the most important activities. Pay for performance allows the participating
parties to recognise each other for a job well done to motivate desired performance and to control costs.
• Equitable compensation: the participating parties jointly agree on a single set of performance measure
and on a gain sharing formula universally perceived as equitable. They share risks and fairly assess the
actual performance in determining the fair distribution of gains incentive
Contracts

Mutual benefits can be achieved if the firms coordinate by contracting such that each firm 's objective becomes
aligned with the supply chain's objectives. A general modeling framework for the various buyer-supplier
contracting work is presented by Cachon and Lariviere (2001). Several specific contracting methods which are
relevant for this situation are discussed in the literature:
•

•

The quantity flexibility contract: couples the customer's commitment to purchase no less than a certain
percentage below the forecast with the supplier's guarantee to deliver up to a certain percentage above.
(Cachon, 2003 and Tsay, 1999)·
Forecast commitment contract: the customer provides a forecast, the supplier makes a production
commitment to the customer based on the forecast and the customer's minimum order quantity is a
function of the forecast and committed quantities. (Durango-Cohen and Yano, 2006). The proposed
contract can moderate the supplier's motivation to underproduce and due to the structure of the contract
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and the form of the supplier's optimal strategy, also limits the customer incentive to overforecast. This
contract furthermore limits the customer's incentive to overforecast and provides a means for the
customer to induce the supplier to product more than he would in the absence of the contract. This is
achieved through the fractional-purchase clause of the contract. (Durango-Cohen, 2003)
Capacity reservation contract: Two options are available here; the first is a nonlinear capacity reservation
contract under which the manufacturer agrees to pay a fee to reserve capacity. The second is an advance
purchase contract under which the manufacturer is induced to place a firm order before the supplier
secures the component capacity used to build the end product. (Ozer and Wei, 2003):

7.2.2. Operational procedure
This section describes the relevant procedures needed within the organization in order to generate a forecast and
to utilize the information in a useful matter.
Information availability

The information concerning the project characteristics, like the belt and motor supplier has to be entered in the
EDB . This enables the CAPE forecast application to base its decision on actual information instead of the default
choice, thereby increasing the accuracy. A possible moment for the recording of this information would be the
open-up meeting where the project is handed over from Sales to the Engineering department. In the open up
meeting file the required information than has to be available and entered in the database.
Activities in t he EDB

Awareness has to be created within the Engineering department concerning the importance of the correct activity
numbers in the EDB related to the production activities schedule.
In case the PQS or IMS is used all the conveyors have to be linked to the production activity which is not available
at the moment; with the PMS the relevant activity numbers and mark numbers have to entered. Furthermore the
Engineering department has to ensure that the activities in the EDB have a one on one link with the activities used
in the PM S. Mismatches will generate an error in CAPE and mark numbers linked to this activity are then not
used in the fo recast run.
Obtaining Forecast Information

The current application system generates XML files which contain the item forecast per project. These item results
are manually entered in the ERP system for the pilot. In order for the forecast information to be used in a
meaningful way an automatic procedure has to be establish in which the forecast information is loaded into ERP
which then translates the items to lower level item demand.
When this information is available it is up to the buyer to analyze the forecast information and sent the fo recast to
the supplier if necessary. Another possibility is giving the supplier access to the Vanderlande Industries ERP
system and making him responsible for the delivery of items on time based on the planning horizon.
The ERP system can also be used to test the accuracy of the forecast run once the engineering specs are known.
However as stated earlier, items need to be grouped in product families or in commodity teams in order to obtain
a meaningful insight in the forecast accuracy.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this section the conclusion regarding the project results are given followed by a recommendation to the
organization how to continue the project. Section 8.1 gives a conclusion while section 8.2 the recommendations
are given. Section 8.3 concludes with future developments for Vanderlande Industries.

8.1.

CONCLUSIONS

This report focused on the design of a material demand forecast for the Operations Procurement department.
With this information the department should be able to anticipate future demand which would lead to an increase
in the material availability.
The forecast application could generate material demand information by combining planning-information and the
content of a system. By defining default values file and entering project characteristics earlier in the process, the
CAPE application is able to define which items are needed.
The pilot results show good results for a first run. For the three projects 60% of the total mark codes and 78% of
the mark codes for which a model is available are forecasted. For a first run these results are above expectation. In
order to increase the mark codes forecast the causes for not forecasting a mark code should be identified. These
can be found in the input information or in the definition of the default values. More testing by trial and error is
needed to obtain more useful default values while procedures and awareness is needed to ensure the proper input
information.
The total value that could be placed at suppliers had a difference of 13% between the forecasted items and the
engineering items. This implies that more than 80% of the value could be anticipated in advance. However more
tests are needed to validate these findings.

8.2.

RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING FORECASTING

The pilot project has been conducted on projects which have already been engineered due to time constraints. In
order to see how the application works in a real environment a project has to be chosen for which the necessary
project and conveyor information is entered early in the EDB. During the project several forecast runs are
performed which can be used to obtain an insight in the forecast information and related accuracy during the
project.
With this information a supplier can be selected to start a forecasting process. Agreements have to be made about
which items are to be forecasted and how information has to be shared. With the information a supplier can see
how much capacity he has to reserve or even which parts of his production process can start.
For calculating the accuracy of the forecast, the purchase items have to be grouped in product families . Product
families contain items which have the same modules, parts or raw material and require the same production
processes. A possibility would be to use the commodity team information field in ERP. In the current situation
this gives the general commodity team to which an item belongs. A commodity team should be divided in several
sections. Every section is further divided in subsections until the required detail is obtained. All the items in a
particular (sub) section are then regarding as accurate in relation to forecast items.
Once the application has proven itself in the field the decision has to be made to design more mark code models
since not all is forecasted. The mark codes which contain the most items that cause problems at the Operations
Procurement department combined with mark code usage should be chosen first. The decision can be made based
on the analysis in this report.
The information from the CAPE forecast application should be directly loaded into the ERP system which
translates the forecast items to specific purchase item demand. These steps are performed manually in the current
situation. Once the specific demand is known the buyer needs a portal in which he can see and analyze the
upcoming material demand information. How this portal specifically looks like and what its functions are has to
be determined.
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The current conditions for forecasting within Vanderlande Industries are limited at the moment. As was described
in section 5.7 no standard mark codes are defined which can be used to directly translate the mark code to obtain
the lower level items. If several mark code variants exists from which a system can be built the demand can be
obtained by entering the variants in the ERP system. The ERP system has to contain the Bill of Material per variant.
In addition this makes it possible to see the historic usage on mark code level and eventually base decisions on
outstanding quotations and historic usage.
This implies m oving from Engineer-to-Order to a more Configure-to-Order organization which is a radical change
in the strategy for Vanderlande Industries. The benchmark companies have proven that this method is feasible
and yields many advantages over the current situation e.g. reduction in lead-time, increase in insight regarding the
material demand horizon, anticipation on outstanding quotations, priority within production planning etc.
However how these standard mark codes should be constructed and the required approach is beyond the scope of
this report and needs further investigation.
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APPENDIX BOPERATIONS PROCUREMENT DEPARTMENT
APPEND IX B-1:

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART CORPORATE PROCUREMENT
CORPORATE PROCUREMENT AND
LOGISTICS

COSTMANAGEMENT
SECRETATRIAT
SUPPLYCHAIN t - - - - - - + - - - - - - <

LOGISTIC
SYSTEM S

REA SALE PROCUREMENT
MAJORPROJECTS

PROCUREIEIT

FA CILITIES

CENTRAL
PLJ\NNING

SUPPLY CHAIN
SERVICES

SUPPLYCHAIN
DEVELOPMENT

SUPPLYCHAIN
MANAGEMENT

QUALITY
DEPARTMENT

Figure B-1 Organogram Corporate Procurement & Logistics
APPENDIX B-2:

ACTIVITIES BUYERS

OPERATIONAL
PROCUREMENT

TACTICAL
PROCUREMENT

STRATEGIC
PROCUREMENT

System settings and maintenance

Requisition review & approval

Supplier Risk Analysis

MRP/S IC/ OR order generation
approval
RFQ support

Negotiation and contract
management
Vendor management

Strategic Sourcing

Purchase order award and processing

Master/Item Data Management

Expediting and logistics coordination

Supplier adoption and
collaboration
Spend analysis and
reporting
Commodity research and
consulting
Demand planning

Receipt and return management

Inventory management

Purchase order administration

Supplier helpdesk
Payment processing
Table B-1 Buyer Activities per Procurement level
100% working hours

Operational
Buyer

Tactical

Operational Procurement

Buyer

Tactical Procurement

Senior Buyer

Tactical Procurement

Procurement

Operational

Strategic

Procurement

Procurement

Operational
Procurement

I

Strategic Procurement

Figure B-2 Responsibility Overview Buyers
(from Operational Strategy 2006 Operations Procurement presentation)
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Appendix B-3-1 Operations Procurement Process Overview
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Figure B-3 Process Overview for the Operations Procurement department
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Append ix B-3-2 Purchase Order Request

supplier

internal custom er

Figure B-4 Purchase Order Request Process
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Appendix B-3-3 Generate Purchase Order

•?>-_...,N

pl~

eni rpuroh
order
specificalions

PVrchase

Older /
lnfotm

-

------------.

vtlrify puraonler

ttan&mll

purdlase Ofdef-

S1temal customer

Figure B-5 Generate Purchase Order Process
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Append ix B-3-4 Monitor Purchase Order Reconfirmation

supplier

receive
confirmation

check
confirmation

ched< lotrner
confrrmation

request1or

811.ern tiw

avoluata
alterna ·

PfQP06lll

internal customer

Figure B-6 Monitor Purchase Order Reconfirmation Process
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Appendix B-3-5 Monitor Purchase Order Revised/Rescheduled

recelv11
purchase O<der
revision

evM<ata~

reqU<emems

19qll8$l

lar

modification

receive

modlflcallon
feasibillly

lo<w~ rd

moellflcalion
,..,,.ibility

transmit
pUtd\11 II order
challgll

internal custcrner

Figure B-7 Monitor Purchase Order: Revised/Rescheduled Process
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Append ix B-3-6 Monitor Purchase Order Expedite/TAB

supplier

Identify exp!ldite
purdlasa order

TAB

.._____,I""" receM!expedile
proposal

:>----

enter purchase

order cnange

internal customer

Figure B-8 Monitor Purchase Order Expedite Process
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APPENDIX C ENGINEER TO ORDER CHARACTERISTICS
Criteria

ETO

MTS
Medium to high volume

Production volume .

Batch of one to very low volume

Interaction between customer and manufacturer

Intense

little or no interaction

Organization structure

Team or matrix based

Function based

Technical competency

Essential for all team members

Depend on function

Cost control

During design

During manufacture

Customer requirements

Very specific

General to most customers

Assembly

Mainly manual

Ma inly mechanized and automated
Routine, established methods

Work methods

Not routine

Type of operation

Labour intensive

Capital intensive

Labour skill

Specialized skills

Little or no specialized skills required

Labour flexibility

High

low

Product change

Frequent

Quite stable

Inventory

Little inventory

Normally high inventory

Equipment type

General purpose

Dedicated equipment

Types of customer

Industrial customers

Usually general public

Use of auxiliary support

Yes

Generally no

Pilot run

No

Yes

Production planning

Dynamic and sometimes chaotic

Generally stable

Major production activity

Assembly

Manufacturing and assembly

High

low

Customer negotiating power in terms of price. delivery date and
product performance
Type of inspection

100 per cent

Sample

Use SPC and sampling techniques

No

Yes

Figure C-1 Differences between ETO and MTS in terms of operations (Rahim and Baksh, 2003)
Criteria

ETO

MTS
General market

Design

Usually exclusive t o one customer

Frequency of design

Very frequent

Low to frequent

Use of design codes and standards

Yes

Generally no

Effort and cost in design per product

High

Low

Chance of design rework and improvement
during manufacture

Low

High

Design of prototype

No

Yes

Design options

Few

Many

Tooling requirement

Limited

Many

Limited to availability of off the shelf
Constraint in design

components or parts

No limitation

Involvement of manufacturing engineers in
design

Always

Rare

Design dependency on similar product

High

Low

Prototype

No prototype

Use prototype

Customer input during design

Customers usually give input during design Customer rarely involved during the design process

Customer approve design

YM

No

Product test and commissioning

Usually at customer site

At manufacturing site

Customer's technical knowledge of the product

High

Low

Certainty of customer requirement

High

Low

Product complexity

High

Low

Product size

Generally big

Small and medium size

Customer requirements

Specific and technica l

Vague and non-techni cal

Interpretation of customer requirements

Direct

Indirect

Supplier involvement in design

Seldom

Rare

Contractor involvement in design

Seldom

Rare
Yes

Dry run/pilot run

No

Market research

M inimum

Extensive

Product launch

No

Yes

Market

Pull

Push

Product life cycle

Long

Short

Compliance with legal requirements

Always

Rare

Documentation requirement by customers

Extensive

Minimum

Figure C-2 Differences in ETO and MTS in terms of product design (Rahim and Baksh, 2003)
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APPENDIX D MRP PRINCIPLE

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS PLANNING (MRP)
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APPENDIX E SYSTEMS OVERVIEW
In this appendix an overview of all the relevant systems within VI for the assignment is given. The left side of the
model shows the systems that enable the configuration of projects; the business information systems which make
the planning for the various activities and generate feedback about these activities. The right side of the model
shows the systems used for the configuration of products. On the next page a short description for every system is
given.

EDB
Electronic Data Bus

,,
-

CAP
Project Calculation

CAPE
Engineering
Specifications

Primavera
Planning Tool

,

,

I

+

.. - ,

-'
~-------....i1

Configuration of Projects

·-

- -·--

'
SmarTeam
PDM System

... , ..

TIS
echnical Information Systemi

I
I
I
____________ I

~f~
' ~~~~~~~~"'l'-~~~---11~~-

·- -~·-·

Warehouse
Management
System

Solid Works

I

BIS
Business Information
Systems
JDEdwards
ERP system

If
--~-&'"'D""T-oo-1-~-J

VILA
Mechanical Layout

Configuration of Products

\

....... ,_.

+ = extra modules created within VI to provide additional
functionality

Figure E-1 Systems overview
For a new project Sales constructs a Sales lay-out with VILA and calculates the costs and needed hours for the
project with the CAP system. Based on this information an early schedule is constructed in Pirmavera or Artemis
for the customer. If a project is sold the information from CAP and VILA is loaded into the EDB for the various
Engineering activities. A new schedule for the sold system is created and loaded in Primavera. Engineering then
uses the EDB to construct an own lay-out and determines the content of the system with VILA and CAPE. The
input for the CAPE is SmarTeam which contains all items used within VI. The PDM system is updated with new
items from R&D which use the Solid Works tool. If Engineering has specified the content of the system a file is
generated which then has to be loaded in the JDEdwards ERP system. JDEdwards system is responsible for the
planning of production and generating demand for all items. Production Planning is possible because JDE
contains all the routing for specific items. Generating the requested items is done by means of the Material
Resource Planning. Smarteam is linked to JDEdwards In order to generate all items since a translation from
parent items to low level items is needed. The available inventory is available in the Warehouse Management
System and connected to JD Edwards.

11
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CAP (Computer Aided Pricing)

The system pricing ofVanderlande Industries (CAP) is done on PC and uses dedicated Filemaker software.
Distinguished are three successive pricing steps;
r. Conveyor hardware is calculated in the CCP, Conveyor Calculation Program
2.
Activities are calculated in the SCP, System Calculation Program
3. The total system is calculated in the PPS, Project Pricing Sheet,
The result of CCP calculation is exported to the SCP. The result of the SCP calculation is imported in the PPS .
EDB (Electronic Data Bus)

Is used for the storage of information regarding conveyors and stored in a central database. The information
regarding every conveyor is stored in combination with project number, activity number, speed, connection with
other conveyors and can be used by MPE, CPE, Simulation, Production, Planning and Service.
VILA.

_,r>.-

Figure E-2 Electronic Data Bus
CAPE (Computer Aided Project Engineering)

CAPE is an intelligent specification tool used by project Engineering, giving the engineer the possibility to quickly
create specifications, containing item numbers and drawings . The input for CAPE is SmarTeam with all product
data for VI.
VILA (Vanderlande Industries Lay-outing Applications)

Is a 3D design tool for making layout, drawings. VILA uses Auto Cad drawing software with dedicated, customized
VI lay-out conveyors menus. The input for VILA is available in the EDB .
WMS (Warehouse Management System)

High level computer system to control all material handling activities in a warehouse or distribution centre
management from receiving to shipping. WMS is used to manage: people, inventory levels, storage and picking
locations, system (WMS) time, and equipment related to the picking and processing of the customer orders. The
WMS receives input data from the ERP system of the customer, also called "host".
JD Edwards VI

ERP software package, used within VI for all production related activities (Shop Floor Control and Job Cost
Control), except multi projects planning.
Primavera

Project management tool develop for multi planning of the upcoming and live projects.
SmarTeam

PDM tool for the management off all product data for VI
Solid Works

CAD General Computer Aided Design Computer software system with Interactive-terminal workstation(s) with
graphics capability to automate the design: system lay outs, product drawings, conveyor assemblies, etc. "Draw on
a screen" as opposed to the traditional method of drafting with pencil and paper

12
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APPENDIX F DOCUMENTS OVERVIEW
SCP (System Calculation Program)
This is used to calculate additional activities per SCP-group. It gives for every activity the calculated hours and
costs (based on the calculation program), for BV (Veghel) as well as local customer centers, for all the relevant
departments in the project.

CCP (Conveyor Calculation Program)
This is used to calculate hardware, cost prices and resale items.
Gives the split up (on function) of equipment in the project with quantity and lengths combined with the costs
(mechanical Purchase Cost Price (PCP), external mechanical PCP, mechanical Resale, SRM PKP etc.)

PPS (Project Pricing Sheet)
Presentation of the contract price that is based on calculated sales estimates for the major activities per
(PPS) discipline

Sales layout
A graphical representation to scale of a facility (usually in two dimensions, but sometimes in three) showing the
position of equipment, machinery or components within the building

PQS (Project Quotation Schedule)
An overview of the throughput time of the project, with the start and end dates for every activity and including the
customer milestones.

IMS (Initial Master Schedule)
The PTS hours are linked to production activities by Central Planning and Operations & Engineering tie
themselves to the schedule.

PTS (Project Time Sheet)
An overview of all activities in the project with the relevant hours and costs, constructed by Proposal Verification
and used by Central Planning to make the IMS .

ASUF (Activity Split-Up Form)
ASUF is used by the Engineering department, in combination with Central Planning, Resale and Production
Planning, to indicate how budgets are hours will be split up over the engineering, production and resale activities.
It is also used for transferring budgets and hours between CC and Operations Veghel.
The goal of split up engineering- and production activities is to make activities that are optimized regarding
manageability, lead time, cost and installation on site. With this an efficient engineering, supply and installation is
possible. (See guideline: budget control engineering for detailed information about ASUF)

Work orders (Work Order Segmentation Form)
Work orders are attached to activities. This has two goals. The first is to show which engineering activities are
linked to which production and/or resale activities. Secondly to request work orders for these engineering activities
linked with the needed hours .

PMS (Project Master Schedule)
Based on the split CCP, ASUF and WOSF and the IMS the project manager creates the PMS. Here the project
budgets are split up and further specified if needed.

Delivery Program
For every project an overview of all activities are given with information about activity number, hours, early
start/finish, percentage subcontracted and float. Activities that are behind schedule are discussed in a meeting
with Central Planning and the relevant departments.

CRP (Capacity Requirements Planning)
For every live project the total load for parts production and assembly is calculated (by JDE and CCP). All these
calculation are combined and an overview is given for the expected total load for the (near) future.

13
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Mechanical Engineering Layout
Scale drawing of plan lay-out and elevations clearly depicting the physical configuration of the conveyor
Lay Out system and associated equipment integrated into the relevant architectural details of building and
building

Conveyor list
The conveyor list is an item list of the Mechanical Engineering Layout, showing conveyor properties

14
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APPENDIX G PROCESS OVERVIEW
Based on information form the quality handbook and relevant VI procedure, guidelines and instruction models
have been constructed that show the information flows for the most important processes in a department.
APPENDIX G-1 :

SALES DEPARTMENT

Sales Department identifies the customer requirements and makes the decision whether to start up or hold the
quotation process. The sales team then initiates the sales file and other relevant documents.
Then a design system concept is made based on the product data book, simulation report, sales reference database
etc. This leads to the CCP/SCP and Sales-layout documents which are send to central planning and a quotation
request from suppliers fo r resale activities. Central Planning then makes the project quotation schedule based on
these documents. With the PQS and subcontract quotations a quotation the price is calculated and a project
pricing sheet is created by the sales team (see the pricing instruction). This leads to a customer quotation that is
send to the customer. The sales team then generates and distributes the order file , makes the project entry sheets
and project time sheets, updates the CCP /SCP (as sold) and sends them to central planning.
Sales Department
Supplier

Make

Q u o tation

- --

Customer

Sales

Central Planning

Databases

-1-- - - ' ! ' - -

Customer
o rd er

- --

PP S

--o--o

Databaae

obt.ined

.....,____

1---+--- ,updat ----t----j~
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Central planning receives a request from sales for a project quotation schedule. With input from the CCP /SCP,
Sales Layout, Capacity Requirements Planning Manufacturing the PQS is constructed. Central planning will
continue to update the PQS if Sales has new information available. If the project is sold the Initial Master
Schedule is constructed with help from the Order file, Project Time Sheet and CCP /SCP as sold from Sales. The
IMS is then further specified by the Project Manager with the help of people of various departments (AS UF and
WOSF) . With this more detailed information the Project Master Schedule is created and sent to central planning
who add it to the Operations committed plan. The project manager is then responsible for updating the project
master schedule at least once a month and sends it to central planning, which reviews and accepts the PMS and
adds it to the committed plan. Based on this production planning can be changed for delay of predecessors or load
levelling purposes.
With this information central planning generates the Delivery Program twice a week and distributed the
department specific information of the delivery program. Based on the JDE, Status parts production, Assembly
planning and the operations committed plan the Capacity Requirements Planning Manufacturing is defined.
In the workload meeting, participated by central planning, production planning, manufacturing engineering and
subcontracting, targets of the subcontracting volume, required production capacity and allocations of activities that
need to be re-planned are discussed based on the capacity requirements planning manufacturing.
In weekly meetings with departments and central planning the progress of activities based on the delivery
program are discussed and action are defined to meet planned milestones and activities that need to be re-planned.
In the Multi Project Planning Meeting (MPP) the Capacity requirements plan is reviewed, the in house capacity
and subcontracting policy is determined. Furthermore conflicting Project Quotation Schedules are reviewed and
actions are determined in combination with a discussion over new orders. The updated information is send to the
project manager who then updates his Project Master Schedule. Central planning adjusts the Operation
Committed Plan.

16
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Mechanical Project Engineering translates the as sold system into a mechanical system design that meets all
contractual issues, developing the engineering lay-outs, conveyor list and material specification. They work closely
with Sales, Project management, Controls project Engineering, Manufacturing and Installation for the
development and implementation of the overall integrated conveyor system.
Based on the sales layout from sales a mechanical project leader is nominated with the required Mechanical
Engineers . They study the project file for the open-up meeting where the as sold system is discussed with
Sales/System Engineering. At latest one week later the CAD RA meeting is held in order to get a clear basis for the
definition phase on mechanical and control levels.
Based on the CAD RA meeting the Project leader will make a detailed engineering planning and split-up according
to the guideline budget control mechanical project engineering.
After the Open up meeting the MPL prepares the activity split up and planning of the mechanical engineering
activities. The activity split up is used by the Project Manager as an input for the project planning.
A mechanical engineering layout shows the mechanical system and is based on the sales layout and the quotation
and is made in consultation with the customer and controls project engineering.
Together with the conveyor list and the project specification sheets the mechanical engineering layout forms the
plan of the mechanical system.
After the customer has approved the mechanical Engineering lay-out the mechanical lay-out engineer will make a
detailed lay-out which will be used for the preparations of the mechanical project specifications and during
installation. The mechanical project specification consists of various specification sheets, each sheet describing a
marked section of the project.
In this instruction a distinction is made between manufacturing, operations buy and resale specifications.

18
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Mechanical Project Engineering
R&D

Project
Engineering
Team

Sales

Databases
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Procurement

VI

Projects

Engineering Project Plan

Wor1< Order Segmentation
Form
Long lead
item list

Long lead < - - - - - - - - ->--- - - - - - - ---1---<.,

item use

Product Data
Book
Define functional
~--- specifiations and i.-- - - - - -- l- . i

VILA

layout

Engineering
Recalculation
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The project engineering team defines according to the delivery program the manufacturing specifications and
sends these to manufacturing engineering, resale specifications and sends these to resale procurement.
Initiates an item request form in case of special purchase components and sends it to Manufacturing Engineering.
Inserts the mechanical project specifications into CAPE.
Enters the specifications into JDEdwards and provides central planning with feedback about received data
specifications. Generates an order request for project specific purchase items and initiates Selected Item Count
List (SIC list) and prints Mechanical Drawings.
Procurement selects the items, based on the SIC lists, which are to be subcontracted based on the
Make/buy/switch matrix, capacity requirements planning and delivery program.
Generates a Purchase Order for the subcontracted items and sends manually updated Delivery Program to Central
Planning.
Manufacturing Engineering defines routing and tooling by means of the Engineering Design Guide. It then enters
the Work Orders according to the SIC list into JDE and releases them for production planning. Generates Planned
Cost Per Spec List and sends it to Project Engineer Team.
The project Engineering Team checks the planned costs versus the budgeted costs based on the planned costs per
spec list. Production planning then plans Work Orders in JOE according to the Delivery Program in combination
with the Capacity Requirements Planning and releases them. The material is checked and the capacity availability
and Shop Packages (work cards, specification, drawings, and labels) are generated and distributed to
manufacturing.

20
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R&D Support/Project Engineering Team/ Special Design Engineering initiates an item request, which is defined
and entered into JDEdwards by Manufacturing Engineering. They send an item Request form to Procurement.
Procurement assigns a supplier from the preferred supplier list, or selects new supplier. All necessary parameters
in JD Edwards and signs off the Item Request form which is then send back to Manufacturing Engineering.
Procurement generates a Long Lead Items list per project based on the CCP from central planning and the LLI
database (which it also has to maintain) . This yields a project specific LLI list which is send to Project Engineering
where it has to be checked and send back to Procurement. Procurement sends a forecast to the suppliers to
prevent backlog of delivery.
A purchase order is then generated by Procurement, which is initiated by an Order Request, MRP-need or
Purchase Request from JDEdwards. This PO is send to the supplier.
The Order is monitored, by using the FAB/TAB list, the Backlog and Shortage list, by Procurement and input is
recorded about the actual delivery date in JD Edwards and the status of the order is updated if necessary.
Production Planning then checks the actual delivery date and the status of the Purchase Order. If a rescheduling of
an activity is needed, it results in an updated delivery program (progress information to central planning).
Furthermore a shortage list is generated if needed.
Central receiving then receives the material and updates the JDEdwards status. A check is made whether delivery
is in accordance with Receiving Ticket (from JDE) and Packing List. Procurements takes action in case of nonconformance (new PO)
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Item administration enters new items into the JDE system based on item request from Project Engineering or
R&D. Based on the delivery program, provided by central planning, the request are sorted and entered based on
the earliest production date. For every item a GMIS (General Mechanical Information Sheets) and a GS (General
Specific Conveyor Sheet) is entered into the system. This information is brought into the system by using a file
from the CAPE system provided by Engineering. For every item it is checked if the item is known in the system
and if it has a proper Bill Of Materials (BOM), in case the item is unknown a temporary item dummy is created.
Then a check is performed if the drawings have the proper status and revision. This is checked by using the TDD
and comparing it with the item version in JDE. Furthermore item dummies are removed by providing a proper
BOM .
Item Administration then prints the Selected Item Count (SIC) List and project specific purchase parts list and
sends them to Operations Procurement. Here is examined what will be subcontracted and produced internally.
Furthermore the status of the work orders is set to 10 in JDE.
For the project specific purchase parts an Order Request is made in the JDE System. At last Item Administration
generates the specification package and sends it to Manufacturing Engineering.
The specification package receives by Manufacturing Engineering is then checked and a new SIC list, without the
subcontracted items is printed. The old SIC list ceases to exist. The new list is checked for TDD status and colours.
The Manufacturing Engineering checks if all the items on the SIC list have a BOM and routing and if necessary
creates a routing based on the EDG database + tools .
A check is conducted to see if there are no errors in the work orders and if necessary these are corrected. The
Manufacturing Engineer is then done entering and makes an initial planning, prints the work order structure and
checks if all orders have status 30, prints the drawing list and sends it to Repro.
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Operations Procurements maintains the Long Lead Item database and defines potential new items for the long
lead/ large usage items database by using shortage information, supplier information and/or experience.
Mechanical/ Controls Project Engineering then links the necessary mark codes to the long lead item and the
technical details: the right meters and/or pieces per mark code per item and the position where the item is used.
Based on the as sold CCP of sold products Operations Procurement generates the LlI/LU list and sends list to the
designated project leader of Project Engineering.
Project Engineering then gives the exact quantity of the required items on the LlI/LU list and returns the updated
list within maximal one week to Operations Procurement after receiving the list.
Operations Procurements regularly checks this if this is within acceptable time period.
Operations Procurement examines whether there is enough quantity on stock for the specific project. If sufficient
quantity is on stock, no action is needed to the supplier.
If the quantity on stock is insufficient Operations Procurement has to ensure the on time delivery of items. One of
three actions can be taken:
I.
Generate a purchase order in JD E
2.
Allocate production capacity with the required supplier
3. Purchase the base material of the required item with the supplier
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APPENDIX H OVERVIEW MODEL SPECIFICATION PROCESS
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APPENDIX I ABC ANALYSIS
The analysis points the way to where control efforts are best directed. Judgment is needed on critical items or
security matters that Pareto analysis in itself does not reveal. remember in assembly situations where items from
A, B and C are combined in an assembly, a C item out of stock can delay production just as much as an A or B
item.
The analysis requires items to be listed with their unit costs and average rate of usage. We then
• calculate use by value
• sort the list into items by value descending
• calculate % that each item contributes to total value
• derive a cumulative % list
• evaluate the cumulative list and identify appropriate breakpoints

% use
byj value

100

Pareto Curve

-- -- - - - r - - - - - - - = -

80

clusC
clus B

60

40
-+---t--- class A

20

20
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% total numb er of items

100

Group A (say 10% of items)
Frequently account for say 70 % of usage value and could be controlled with continuous monitoring. Tight control
can have a great impact over the cost of inventory
Group B
A reorder cycle system could control group B (the next, say 20% of items and 15% value)
Group C (70/10%)
a two-bin or annual demand system could manage the final 70%.
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APPENDIX J BRAINSTORMSESSION
This chapter lists the ideas mentioned in the brainstorm sessions. Two sessions were held with representatives
from the following departments: R&D, Mechanical Project Engineering, Technical Information Systems, Business
Information Systems, Central Planning, Operations Procurement and Production Planning. The first session
focu sed on generating as much possible ideas regarding forecasting possibilities. The second session focused on
evaluating the various ideas in order to come up with several feasible solutions. In the end two forecasting
alternatives were chosen to work out in detail:
The ideas from the first session are given below. A comment is given below if the idea is evaluated as feasible or
not, which was the focus in session two. The ideas are evaluated against the available time in the graduation
proj ect and the relevance to standard purchase items. However the long term planning is kept in mind in order
not to choose an solution that will become obsolete within the next year through new developments or systems. In
the end a summary is given which ideas are worked out in detail as forecasting solutions.
Define Forecast-items
Here so called Forecast items are defined, which are based on historic data from JDE and show what
equipment is used on average. Per mark code a selection is made what product variant is most used or a
statistical distribution is used . Matched with the Sales/Mechanical Lay-out results with a overview on item
level.
This idea is evaluated as possibly feasible
I.

2.
All items on stock
Improve the item stock control in order to better anticipate upcoming demand. This is especially an option
with LLI/LU items since these can't be delivered within the standard lead time.
Chance on unsalable stock is high, not enough storage capacity, demand patron too unpredictable ..

3. Defining a Subset
Per mark code a subset is created for the items/ components which are always used. The decision is made on
experience and common sense from Engineers and R&D. This is then used to generate a total overview for all
projects.
This idea is evaluated as possibly feasible
4. Use CAPE default choices based on the Lay-outs
CAPE is able to make its own decision regarding items in equipment based on the system characteristics. If
CAPE is used on the Sales/Mechanical lay-out in an early stage this will generate an item list for the relevant
project.
This idea is evaluated as possibly feasible
5. Use a mix of CAPE and F-items
In case CAPE is not able to use its default choices, a calculation is made based on the forecast items
constructed for the particular mark code.
- This idea is a combination of ideas I and 4 and first these options need to be worked out in detailed to see the
actual limitations. If the two are possible a mix might be investigated.
6. Define critical items per mark code
Basically the same m ethod as 3 only this is solution aims at the critical items per mark code. However,
defining critical items per mark code is difficult since this is dependent on the total item demand, the current
market and the available capacity from suppliers.
This idea is evaluated as possibly feasible
7. Improve the quality of the Sales lay-out
Improving the quality from the sales lay-out will result in less adaptation and errors within Engineering. This
can increase the overall through put time of the departments . .
This solution is not specifically focused on forecasting and involves adapting the structure of the organization.
Current initiatives are currently performed within VI.
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8. Change the method for Engineering
Change the entire concept by which Engineering designs a system. If the design choices for the Engineering
department are limited and agreements are made in an early stage of which items/commodities are going to
be used anticipation from Operations Procurement. This can apply to Sales as to Project-Engineering.
-standardization demands a lot of product knowledge and the solution, not feasible within the graduation project
period
9 . Standard zones
Systems are designed in such a way that standard zones are used. These zones are designed in such a way that
they are only depended on a select number of variables. For these zones a calculation is made beforehand
what items are used and can therefore be predicted.
The same marks as idea number 8.
10 . Adapt the Z-items for forecasting
The current Z-items are used to calculate the price and hours for mark codes in the pricing stage. If the focus
for Z-items is not only on pricing but also on forecasting the Z-items can be used to forecast the specific item
need within mark codes.
Z-items are not constructed for every mark code. A lot ofproduct knowledge is needed.
11. Freeze a part of the Sales Lay-out
A specific part from the lay-out is frozen in consultation with Engineering. No alterations can be made to this
part which opens the possibility to predict material usage for these sections
This option requires a lot of communication with Engineering which can not be automated, furthermore it is
difficult to freeze section because of the quality of the sales layout and additional functionality demands in later
stages of the process

The feasible ideas were worked out in more detailed. Based on conversations with members from the brainstorm
group the following ideas were evaluated:
Use CAPE default choices based on the lay-outs data in the EDB
Define Forecast items
3- Defining a subset
4. Defining critical items
I.

2.

The last three options were then grouped into one solution: define a standard forecast items based on historical
data and product families/standard items for mark codes.
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